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Preface 
 
We all have expectations that a given item looks and works the same no matter 
where we buy it. However, few would expect an automated assembly line to 
produce perfectly sealed jars of goods without the jars starting off in pristine 
condition. After all, there is an undeniable degree of pre-organization that enters 
into the equation. Quality is only controlled when a product is made the same 
way every time.

That is where this book, a distinct set of rules for the print design and packaging 
community, comes into play. The best practices outlined here lay out key issues, 
risks, and solutions to tasks we face every day. 

This is just the beginning, though. The final page is just a placeholder for best 
practices yet to come. Others are still being added regularly by a dedicated 
committee. By external contributors like GlobalVision customers. By graphic 
designers, marketers, packaging specialists, and printers. Many are reading 
this right now and have made a conscious decision to consistently employ at 
least most of the practices that follow. They may not all be applicable to each 
company, but the core underlying principles, especially as they relate to the need 
for standards, certainly do.

One goal is for new contributors to feel welcome to improve on this collection and 
even add to it. Centralizing our experiences will improve how we work together. 
That’s the bigger goal here, to stimulate and settle debates regarding standards 
before ultimately setting ones we can all follow.

Reuben Malz, 
CEO, GlobalVision Inc.
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Section 1

Standardization
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Standardization
The primary benefits from standardizing infrastructure and using standards-based 
products are reduced costs and increased agility, flexibility, and interoperability.
Industry standards-based solutions promote common architectures for business 
applications, making it easier to integrate new applications and functionality 
into core business processes. This interoperability promotes application agility, 
allowing for rapid response to changing business conditions, particularly in the 
development of custom applications supporting a company’s business processes.

Product or buying standards can dramatically reduce IT costs based on several 
factors. A more consistent, less complex environment reduces support costs 
and downtime. Support staff spends less time diagnosing the nature of a user’s 
problem or the specific products involved and more time on problem resolution.

In this section, GlobalVision describes best practices regarding general 
standardization. 
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1.1 | Standardization 

Standardize on the operating system 
and its version
RISK
Adverse effects on artwork, color, and/ or copy.

ISSUES
• Inconsistent quality between suppliers.
• Application software may behave differently.
• Inability to open files or install software.
• Higher IT costs.
• File corruption/ compatibility issues.

EXAMPLE

Issue:
Inability to install the software

Adobe Installer

We’ve encountered the following issues

OS does not meet the system requirements for this 
installer. 10.6.0 is the minimum required for installation.

Quit

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Standardize on the same version of an operating system throughout the 
company.

 P Standardize on the same version of an operating system with all suppliers.
 P Coordinate your schedule when updating operating systems.

Don’t:
 O Maintain different operating systems throughout one company.
 O Maintain different versions of an operating system.

TIPS 
See Appendix 04 Asset Inventory Form.
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1.2 | Standardization

Create a regular upgrade schedule 
for all software
RISKS

• Files may not open properly.
• Unexpected content and layout changes.

ISSUE
Without a regular upgrade schedule, various departments may have different 
versions of the same software. This can cause problems when trying to open a file 
and cause unexpected content/ layout changes. Managing multiple versions of 
software increases support and maintenance costs.

EXAMPLE

Issue:
Inability to open the file

Adobe Illustrator

We’ve encountered the following issues
The file "Footer.ai" was generated by a newer
version of illustrator. Would you like to import this file? 
Some data loss may occur.

Cancel OK

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Create an asset inventory.
 P Maintain an upgrade schedule.
 P Upgrade all departments at the same time.
 P Identify integration issues.
 P Renew support and services contracts.
 P Keep your technology up to date.

Don’t:
 O Upgrade different departments at different times.
 O Allow individual users to upgrade.
 O Support multiple versions of application software.

TIPS
See Appendix 04 Asset Inventory Form.
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1.3 | Standardization

Standardize on office software
RISKS

• Files may not open properly.
• Inability to open a file.
• Layout changes.

ISSUE
Different departments may have different versions of the same software program. 
Earlier versions may not be compatible with newer versions of the same software.

EXAMPLE

Issue:
Live data chart
will be lost 

Microsoft Word 2003

Microsoft Word 2010

Some charts and diagrams 
will be converted to images,
and the data will be lost

The chart or diagram is based 
on data beyond the rows and 
columns supported by 
Word 97-2003

Live Data Chart

Converted to Image Chart

Category 1
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Category 2 Category 3 Category 3

Category 1
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Category 2 Category 3 Category 3

Design LayoutHome Insert

Design LayoutHome Insert

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Standardize on one version of office software throughout the organization.
 P Buy solutions that fit within the existing IT infrastructure.
 P Acquire programs that can enhance the value of existing infrastructure.

Don’t:
 O Have different versions of office software.
 O Allow individual users to download their own software.
 O Support multiple versions of application software.

TIPS
See Appendix 04 Asset Inventory Form.
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1.4 | Standardization

Standardize on design software
RISK
Files may not open properly, resulting in unexpected color, font, and kerning issues.

ISSUE
Different design applications are not always compatible with each other. Designs 
created in one program (i.e. QuarkXPress by Quark) may look completely different 
in another (i.e. Adobe InDesign and InCopy). Colors, tables, and character 
spacing may not appear the same. In addition, converting files from one design 
program to another can corrupt files.

EXAMPLE

Original InDesign file

Converted in QuarkXpress file

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetuer adipiscing 
elit, sed diam nonummy 
nibh euismod tincidunt ut 
laoreet dolore magna 
aliquam erat volutpat. Ut 
wisi enim ad minim veniam, 
quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis 

nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. Duis autem vel 
eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in 
vulputate velit esse molestie. 
consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh 
euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat 
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 

minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci 
tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis 
nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. Duis autem vel eum 
iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate 
velit esse molestie.  

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed 
diam nonummy nibh 
euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat 
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud 
exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex 

ea commodo consequat. Duis 
autem vel eum iriure dolor in 

hendrerit in vulputate velit 
esse molestie. consectetuer 
adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod 
tincidunt ut laoreet dolore 
magna aliquam erat 

volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim 

veniam, quis nostrud exerci 
tation ullamcorper suscipit 
lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea 
commodo consequat. Duis 
autem vel eum iriure dolor in 
hendrerit in vulputate velit esse 
molestie.  

Issue:
Unexpected color, font, kerning 
and formatting issues

SOLUTION
Do: 

 P Standardize on one version of a design application.
 P Certify conversion tools.
 P Check file integrity.

Don’t: 
 O Have different versions of a design application.
 O Allow individual users to download their own software.

TIPS
Certify conversion tools and compare artwork files using GlobalVision tools.
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1.5 | Standardization

Centralize communication within the 
marketing department
RISK
Poor communication or lack of communication can create operational 
inefficiencies in a marketing department.

ISSUES
• Costly mistakes.
• Decreased innovation and creativity.
• Redundancy regarding work completed.

EXAMPLE
Uncentralized
Communication

Centralized 
Communication

Marketing

IT

Sales

Product 
Development

Production Quality 
Control

Marketing IT

SalesProduct 
Development

Production
Quality
Control

SOLUTION
Do: 

 P Use collaborative tools.
 P Include local and global project team members when communicating 
project updates and changes.

 P Hold an annual company meeting to communicate company-wide updates.
 P Update marketing tools and inform the whole company.
 P Collaborate between team members and departments.

Don’t: 
 O Exclude team members from meetings regarding a project they are involved in.
 O Use inconsistent tools, resources, and processes relative to other departments.
 O Work in isolation from other team members and departments.

TIPS
The following tools can be used to improve communications in companies:

• Microsoft Project.
• Google Docs.
• Intranet.
• SharePoint CRM systems (i.e. Salesforce).
• Branding guidelines.
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Section 2

PDF Creation
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PDF Creation
PDF is short for Portable Document Format, a file format developed by Adobe 
Systems. PDF/X meanwhile serves as an umbrella term for several ISO standards 
that define a subset of the format. The purpose of PDF/X is to facilitate graphics 
exchange.

PDFs capture formatting information from a variety of desktop publishing 
applications, making it possible to send documents and have them appear on 
recipients’ monitors or as print-outs as they were intended. A PDF file represents an 
ordered sequence of fixed pages. The planned appearance of everything that 
each page contains is completely specified, down to the smallest detail. All the 
text, graphics, and images are specified to appear at precise spots on the page in 
a particular color, of a given and fixed size. The creator of the PDF file determines 
the exact appearance that the viewer will see and PDF renderers like Adobe 
Reader display the page contents exactly as specified.

Creating a PDF is like painting a picture. The paintbrush is the result of a 
combination of the software used to create the source document and the 
software used to convert the source document into the universal electronic 
document format (PDF). Like the painter’s brushstrokes, each character, each line, 
and each image is fundamentally independent, but they can interact with each 
other to produce specific visual effects. 

In this section, GlobalVision describes best practices regarding the creation of PDF 
files.
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2.1 | PDF Creation

Standardize on PDF/X
RISK
Processing errors may occur in the proofing and pre-press stages.

ISSUE
The printer may not be able to accurately replicate the originally designed 
artwork.

EXAMPLE 

Acrobat Pro Preview 9.0

Conforming PDF Viewer Non-Conforming PDF Viewer

Issue:
When viewed in a non-conforming 
PDF Viewer, the bottle appears 
blue-green 

SOLUTION
Do

 P Use Adobe Acrobat Pro for pre-flight tools.
P Analyze the PDF/X file upon completion.

 P Standardize on your PDF creation method.
 P Review ISO Standard PDF/X ISO 15930.

 Don’t
 O Create an encrypted PDF.
 O Create PDFs in any application other than Adobe Acrobat.
O Create color-separated PDFs.

 O Use low-resolution images.

TIPS
The following steps may be applied in Adobe Acrobat Pro to save a standard 
compliant PDF file:
Adobe Acrobat Pro:

• Go to the File Menu and click Save as Other. 
• Select Press-Ready PDF (PDF/X). 
• Type in the file name and click Save.
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2.2 | PDF Creation 

Ensure the quality of PDFs using pre-flight tools
RISK
Processing errors may occur in the proofing and pre-press stages.

ISSUE
What you see on the screen is not always what is displayed in print. The printer 
may not be able to accurately replicate the original artwork.

EXAMPLE

Analyzed and Corrected
After Pre-Flighting

Finding Errors
in a Document

Sub-Title
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consecteur 

adipiscing elist.

 •   Quisque suscipit turpis venenatis. 

 •   Sed euismod justo lectus ornare.  

 •   Nec pulvinar lectus suscipit.

 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consecteur 

adipiscing elit. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 

consecteur adipiscing elit ipsum dolor sit 

amet, consecteur adipiscing elit.

Sub-Title
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consecteur 

adipiscing elist.

 •   Quisque suscipit turpis venenatis. 

 •   Sed euismod justo lectus ornare.  

 •   Nec pulvinar lectus suscipit.

 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consecteur 

adipiscing elit. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 

consecteur adipiscing elit ipsum dolor sit 

amet, consecteur adipiscing elit.

 •   Quisque suscipit turpis venenatis. 

 •   Sed euismod justo lectus ornare.  

 •   Nec pulvinar lectus suscipit.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consecteur 

adipiscing elit. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 

consecteur adipiscing elit ipsum dolor sit 

amet, consecteur adipiscing elit.

 •   Quisque suscipit turpis venenatis. 

 •   Sed euismod justo lectus ornare.  

 •   Nec pulvinar lectus suscipit.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consecteur 

adipiscing elit. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 

consecteur adipiscing elit ipsum dolor sit 

amet, consecteur adipiscing elit.

Not Ready to Print Ready to Print

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Include a pre-flight process in your workflow to ensure quality control of 
artwork.

 P Pre-flight the artwork in Adobe InDesign before creating the PDF as a 
precaution to avoid errors.

 P Use Adobe Acrobat Pro to pre-flight PDFs to avoid errors before printing.
Don’t:

 O Approve final artwork files without pre-flighting them first.

TIPS
The following steps detail how to pre-flight a PDF in Adobe Acrobat Pro:

• Go to the menu and select View and then Tools.
• In the Tools panel, click on Print Production and select Pre-Flight.
• Use an existing profile or create one.
• Analyze and make the appropriate changes.
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2.3 | PDF Creation 

Create an accessible PDF from a Microsoft  
Word document
RISK
The reading order in the PDF may not be detected properly.

ISSUES
• Poor text formatting.
• Poorly defined data tables due to word-processing incompatibilities.

EXAMPLE

Sub-Title (H3)
(P) Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 

consecteur adipiscing elist.

 •   Quisque suscipit turpis venenatis. 

 •   Sed euismod justo lectus ornare.  

 •   Nec pulvinar lectus suscipit.

 

(P) Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 

consecteur adipiscing elit. Lorem ipsum 

dolor sit amet, consecteur adipiscing elit 

ipsum dolor sit amet, consecteur 

adipiscing elit.

Title Article (H1)1

2

3

4

Sub-Title
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consecteur 

adipiscing elist.

  •       Quisque suscipit turpis venenatis. 

  •       Sed euismod justo lectus ornare. 

  •       Nec pulvinar lectus suscipit.

 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consecteur 

adipiscing elit. Lorem ipsum dolor sit 

amet, consecteur adipiscing elit ipsum 

dolor sit amet, consecteur adipiscing elit

Title Article1

2

4

3

Document
Using Indent

Document Using
Style Bullet Features

Poorly Formatted Properly Formatted

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Use formatting styles and headers in documents.
 P Use the bulleted-list feature in Microsoft Word.
 P Save as a PDF using an Adobe plug-in.
 P Save a tagged PDF.

Don’t:
 O Use indentations and bullet points to create lists.
 O Use text effects such as shadow text in Microsoft Word.
 O Use the border and shading option to surround text instead of creating 

a proper table.

TIPS
The following steps detail how to create a tagged PDF in Microsoft Word:
Microsoft Word:

• Go to File and select Save as.
• Select PDF option in File Format.
• Check (Best for electronic distribution and accessibility).
• Export.
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2.4 | PDF Creation 

Tag the PDF when styles are applied to text
RISK
Styles may not be detected by the proofreading software.

ISSUE
Differences may not be detected by the proofreading software.

EXAMPLE

Untagged PDF

Tagged PDF

Bold, italic
Underline

Bold, italic
Underline

Bold, italic
Underline

Bold, italic
Underline

Copy from PDF 
and paste in 
Microsoft Notepad

Copy from PDF 
and paste in 
Microsoft Notepad

Result: 
The tagged PDF preserves 
the formatting of the text

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Create a tagged PDF when using different styles to format text (underline, 
italic, bold, etc.).

Don’t: 
O Leave the Create Tagged PDF option unchecked when creating the PDF in 

Adobe InDesign.

TIPS
The following steps may be applied to create a tagged PDF:
Adobe InDesign:

• Go to File and select Adobe PDF Presets.
• Select the targeted PDF presets.
• Go to the Export PDF Window Options menu.
• Check Create Tagged PDF.

Adobe Acrobat Pro:
• Go to Tools and select Accessibility.
• Add tags to the document.
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2.5 | PDF Creation

Always specify the trim box in a PDF
RISK
Unwanted content in the document may be printed.

ISSUE
Unwanted content in the document may appear in the final print if the trim 
box is not specified.

EXAMPLE

Page edgePage edge

Manual Crop Mark Document Setup

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Define a bleed area when setting up a document.
P Define a trim area when setting up a document.

Don’t:
 O Create a trim box manually.
 O Leave the document limited only by the page edge.

TIPS
The following steps may be applied in Adobe Acrobat Pro to set the Trim Box 
feature in a PDF:

• Go to Print Production and select Tools.
• Set the individual Page Boxes.
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2.6 | PDF Creation

Ensure all content in a PDF is accessible
RISK
The proofreading software may not detect all differences.

ISSUES
• Accessibility in the document may be compromised.
• Text extraction and the reading order may be compromised.

EXAMPLE

Browsers, media players 

Assistive technologies

PDF File

(Tagging: Yes)

Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of 
the printing and typesetting industry.
Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of 
the printing and typesetting industry.
Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of 
the printing and typesetting industry.
Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of 
the printing and typesetting industry.

Name

image name

M

T

W

2015

0.5

0.1

0.3

0.6

2017

Evaluation tools

Authoring tools

Inspection tools

Contents

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Create searchable text-file documents (live text).
 P Use tags to indicate the structural elements of the documents.
 P Use a clear and easy-to-follow reading order.
 P Specify the text language.
 P Use fonts that allow characters to be extracted to text.

Don’t:
 O Use outlined text in the PDF.
 O Restrict users from printing, copying, extracting, or editing text by using security 

settings.

TIPS
The following steps may be applied to check the accessibility in an Adobe 
Acrobat Pro PDF file and help evaluate and identify areas that may conflict with 
accessibility guidelines:

• Go to Tools and select Accessibility.
• Select Full Check.
• Verify the Accessibility Report.
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2.7 | PDF Creation

Standardize on a PDF producer to create PDFs
RISK
Poor-quality PDF files may result, along with PDF files with accessibility issues.

ISSUES
• Different PDF producers create PDF files of varying quality.
• Older PDF producers may create PDF files using low-quality settings.
• Results may differ from one PDF version to another.

EXAMPLE

¢��иь

Hello

PDF Made with Adobe PDF Library 10.01

PDF Made with Older Version PDF Producer

Software reader

Software reader

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Use the latest version of Adobe Acrobat Pro to create PDFs.
 P Upgrade your Adobe Creative Suite on a regular basis.
 P Standardize on PDF Version 1.5 or higher.

Don’t:
 O Use old-technology PDF producers.
 O Create PDFs with Version 1.4 or lower.

TIPS
Please refer to the following appendices for details on which PDF producer to 
standardize on:

• Appendix 01 PDF Compatibility Levels.
• Appendix 02 PDF/X Comparison.
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Section 3

Text Formatting
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Text Formatting
PDFs may contain several types of data. These include text, raster graphics, vector 
graphics, and fonts (glyphs). A PDF file does not necessarily contain all the types 
of data and some PDF files are different from what they seem. For example, a PDF 
file might look like it has text in it while in fact it is only displaying an image that 
contains text. Text, displayed in this fashion, behaves differently than regular text 
when the file is manipulated by the display software.

Text in a PDF is referenced to a specific font and font size. This reference may be 
to fonts that are enclosed in the file itself or to external fonts that are expected to 
be available to the rendering software. If the fonts are not available, the output 
may not render properly. Internal fonts allow the characters to be available. This is 
discussed further in Section 5 Fonts. 

Images (graphics) may be either raster or vector-based. A raster image (also 
known as bitmapped) is often created by scanning. The resolution of the image 
(pixel width and height) is determined when the file is created. The rendering 
software scales the picture based on information in the file. Vector-based images 
are built with lines and mathematical curves. These types of images can be 
zoomed in on without losing the quality of the image. When a PDF is created from 
scanned images, the PDF acts simply as a container for the image without any 
content text inside the file.

In this section, GlobalVision describes best practices when creating text within 
PDFs.
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3.1 | Text Formatting

Ensure all text is visible
RISK
Erroneous text may appear and/ or be detected on final printed materials.

ISSUES
• Text is hidden instead of deleted.
• Text is covered with an image or another layer to hide it.
• Full transparency is applied to a text layer.
• The text color is the same as the background color.
• Text is overlaid on top of other text.

EXAMPLE

The text color is the same
as the background color 

Text on top of textText on top of text

Text is covered by an image

The text color is the same
as the background color

Using a shadow 
with live text

Text covered 
by an image

SOLUTION
Do:
P Name all your text layers, so you don’t lose track of them.
P Standardize on layer names.
P Delete all unused layers before creating a PDF.
P Apply a program-filter shadow.

Don’t:
O Make your text the same color as the background.
O Cover your text with images and graphics.
O Create PDF documents with hidden layers.
O Place live text layers under the background layer.
O Duplicate text to create an effect (i.e. shadows/ bold).

TIPS
The following steps may be applied in Adobe Acrobat Pro to display hidden text:

• Go to Tools and select Protection.
• Select Remove Hidden Information.
• Ensure Hidden Text is checked off.
• Open the Hidden Text window and check off Show Only Hidden Text.
• Ensure the hidden text does not contain any vital information.
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3.2 | Text Formatting 

Create artwork and PDF files with live text
RISK
Text cannot be edited and is not accessible on computer systems.

ISSUE
Outlined (vectorized) or rasterized text constitutes an image and cannot be 
edited. This type of text has no encoding and cannot be read or inspected by 
computer programs.

EXAMPLE

Live text
Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text 
of the printing and typesetting industry.

Select Select All Paste

Vectorized Text

Live Text

SOLUTION
Do:
P Create PDFs with live text so that text checks of artwork files can be performed 

throughout the packaging design process.
Don’t:
O Use the Adobe InDesign Transparency Flattener when exporting a PDF. This 

process automatically converts text to outline and can affect languages that 
have special characters or hyphens.

TIPS
The following steps may be applied to verify if text is live in a PDF:

• Press CTRL+A to select all live text.
• Press CTRL+C to copy all live text.
• Open Microsoft Notepad or a new Microsoft Word document.
• Press CTRL+V to paste all the live text. 
• Verify which text was copied correctly.
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3.3 | Text Formatting  

Place only visible graphic content in Adobe 
InDesign files
RISK
Erroneous text may appear and/ or be detected on the final approved materials 
by proofreading software.

ISSUE
Duplicate text may be detected.

EXAMPLE

Live Text
dummy text of 
the printing and 
typesetting industry.

InDesign 
Layout
Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the 
printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 
Ipsum has been the industry's standard 
dummy text ever since the 1500s, when an 
unknown printer took a galley of type and 
scrambled it to

Issue: 
Hidden live text may 
be detected in the final PDF

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Delete all unused content in Adobe Illustrator before placing it in Adobe 
InDesign (live text).

 P Verify that there is no hidden text.
Don’t:

 O Leave any unused text within linked graphics.

TIPS
The following steps may be applied in Adobe Acrobat Pro to display hidden text:

• Go to Tools and select Protection.
• Select Remove Hidden Information.
• Ensure Hidden Text is checked off.
• Open the Hidden Text window and check off Show Only Hidden Text.
• Ensure the hidden text does not contain any vital information.
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3.4 | Text Formatting

Use regular and bold fonts for body text and 
headlines respectively
RISK
The difference between bold and regular font styles may go undetected.

ISSUE
Using thin or light-style fonts to represent body text with regular styles replacing 
bold ones in titles and headlines may lead to formatting issues.

EXAMPLE

What is Lorem Ipsum
Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy 
text of the printing and typesetting
industry. Lorem Ipsum has been the 
industry's standard dummy text ever 
since the 1500s, when an unknown 
printer took a galley of type and scrambled
it to make a type specimen book.

Helvetica Neue
Regular

Helvetica Neue
Thin

What is Lorem Ipsum 
Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy 
text of the printing and typesetting
industry. Lorem Ipsum has been the 
industry's standard dummy text ever 
since the 1500s, when an unknown 
printer took a galley of type and scrambled
it to make a type specimen book.

Helvetica Neue
Bold

Helvetica Neue
Regular

Result:
The headline text is not
detected as bold by 
the inspection software 

Result:
The headline text is  
detected as bold by 
the inspection software 

SOLUTION
Do: 
P Use bold fonts for headlines and titles and regular ones for body text.
P Use a stylesheet to control the styling aspects of the copy in the document.

Don’t:
O Replace regular fonts with light ones.

TIPS
The following steps describe how to view information about a given font when 
using Apple Font Book on a Mac system:

• Go to View and select Show Font Info.
• Select the font.
• View the font style.
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3.5 | Text Formatting

Use fonts with “bold” or “italic” variations
RISK
Bold and italic may be go undetected by the inspection software if the font 
effects are created using the stroke setting.

ISSUE
False text formatting may go undetected by the inspection software. 

EXAMPLE

What is Lorem Ipsum
Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy 
text of the printing and typesetting
industry. Lorem Ipsum has been the 
industry's standard dummy text ever 
since the 1500s, when an unknown 
printer took a galley of type and scrambled
it to make a type specimen book.

What is Lorem IpsumFont used: Rather Regular
Adding Stroke: 0.35px
to make the Bold

it to make a type specimen book.

since the 1500s, when an unknown 
industry's standard dummy text ever 
Lorem Ipsum has been the 

printer took a galley of type and scrambled

Adding Skew: 14° 
to make the Italic

SOLUTION
Do: 
P Use bold and italic fonts with “bold” and “italic” variations.

Don’t:
O Apply the stroke setting to create a bold effect.
O Apply the skew setting to create an italic effect.

TIPS
The following steps describe how to find out the name of a font in a PDF 
using Adobe Acrobat Pro:

• Go to Tools and select Print Production.
• Go to Pre-Flight and Select a profile to analyze.
• Click Analyze and verify the results or save a report.
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3.6 | Text Formatting

Keep tracking to a minimum
RISK
Unwanted spaces may be detected by the proofreading software on the final 
approved material.

ISSUES
• The proofreading software may detect an invalid space when the tracking is 

set to a higher value.
• Extra spaces between letters may be detected when text is extracted.

EXAMPLE

With OpenType PostScript Font
and Tracking Set to 120 and 130 
Additional spaces between letters

With OpenType TrueType Font
and Tracking Set to 120 and 130  
No additional spaces between letters

•  B a t t e r y  l i f e :  u p  t o  7  -  1 0  d a y s

P a s s

P a s s

P a s s

P a s s

Tracking 115  

 Track ing 130 
R e j e c t

•  B a t t e r y  l i f e :  u p  t o  1 0  - 7   d a y s   

•  B a t t e r y  l i f e :  u p  t o  1 0  - 7   d a y s   

Track ing 120 

R e j e c t

Tracking 120  

Tracking 115 

•  Ba t te ry  l i f e :  up  to  7  -  10  days

•  Bat te ry  l i fe :  up  to  7  -  10  days

•  Bat tery  l i fe :  up to  7  -  10 days

Track ing 130   

Arial  / OpenType TrueType

O p e n T y p e  P o s t S c r i p tM y r i a d  P r o /  

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Use OpenType Pro fonts.
 P Adjust the tracking to less than 120% or keep it at its default value.

Don’t:
 O Adjust the tracking to more than 120% when using an OpenType PostScript 

flavor.

TIPS
The following steps describe how to view information about a given font when 
using Apple Font Book on a Mac system:

• Go to View and select Show Font Info.
• Select the font.
• View the font type (i.e. OpenType, TrueType).
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Section 4

Unicode Standard
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Unicode Standard
The Unicode Standard provides a unique number for each character, no matter 
the platform, program, or language. It is the universal character encoding 
standard used to represent text for computer processing.

Unicode provides a consistent way to encode multilingual plain text, making it 
easier to exchange text files internationally, as it defines codes for the characters 
of major languages. This includes punctuation marks, diacritics, mathematical and 
technical symbols, arrows, dingbats, etc.

Before Unicode was invented, there were hundreds of different encoding systems, 
The European Union alone required several different systems, while even a single 
language like English required more than one for all its letters, punctuation, and 
technical symbols.

Unlike older systems, Unicode allows multiple writing systems to coexist in one data 
file. Systems that recognize Unicode can consistently read and process data from 
different languages.

Unicode uses 16-bit encoding that provides code points for more than 65,000 
characters. To keep character coding simple and efficient, it assigns each 
character a unique 16-bit value and does not use complex modes or escape 
codes. While 65,000 characters are sufficient for encoding thousands of characters 
used in major languages of the world, the Unicode Standard and ISO 10646 
provide an extension mechanism called UTF-16 that allows for encoding as many 
as a million more characters, without the use of escape codes. This is sufficient for 
all known character-encoding requirements, including full coverage of all historic 
scripts of the world. 

It should be noted that Unicode encodes scripts for languages, rather than just 
for languages. Systems that are written for more than one language share sets of 
graphical symbols that have historically related derivations. The union of all those 
graphical symbols is treated as a single collection of characters for encoding and 
is identified as a single script. Many scripts (especially Latin) are used to write many 
languages.

Unicode covers all the languages that can be written in the following scripts: Latin, 
Greek, Cyrillic, Armenian, Hebrew, Arabic, Syrian, Thaana, Devanagari, Bengali, 
Gurmukhi, Oriya, Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, Malayalam, Sinhala, Thai, Lao, Tibetan, 
Myanmar, Georgian, Hangul, Ethiopic, Cherokee, Canadian Aboriginal Syllabics, 
Khmer, Mongolian, Han (Japanese, Chinese, Korean ideographs), Hiragana, 
Katakana, Yi, and much more. Please see Appendix 03 List of Supported Scripts. 

Depending on the level of Unicode support in the browser used and whether 
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the necessary fonts are installed, you may have display problems for some of the 
translations, particularly with complex scripts such as Arabic. 

Saved with a text file, the encoding standard provides the information that the 
computer needs to display the text on the screen. For example, in the Cyrillic 
(Microsoft Windows) encoding script, the character Й has the numeric value 201. 
When a file is opened that contains this character on a computer that uses the 
Cyrillic (Windows) encoding script, the computer reads the 201 numeric value 
and displays Й on the screen. However, if the same file is opened on a computer 
that uses a different encoding script, the computer displays whatever character 
corresponds to the 201 numeric value in its default encoding standard. For 
example, if the computer uses the Western European (Windows) encoding script, 
the character in the original Cyrillic-based file will be displayed as É instead.

In this section, GlobalVision describes best practices relating to the Unicode 
Standard.
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4.1 | Unicode Standard

Install all necessary encoding scripts on your 
computer
RISK
Text appears with erroneous characters, garbled, or as Wingdings (question marks, 
boxes, stars, etc.: £®Ð£¸CPa ¡£Õ).

ISSUE
Alphabetic writing systems vary from one language to another. As a result, 
computers need to utilize different encoding scripts. The character that is 
displayed is dependent on the encoding script installed in your operating system. 
NOTE: Some display languages/ scripts are installed by default, while others require 
you to install additional language files.

EXAMPLE

Character Numeric
Value

Encoding
Script

Й 201

É 201

Cyrillic
(Windows)

Western
European
(Windows)

The computer reads the 201 
numeric value and displays 
Й on the screen

The computer displays
É rather than Й because in the 
Western European (Windows) 
encoding script, the value 
201 maps to É

Different Encoding Standards for Different Alphabets

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Install all required encoding systems (scripts) on your computer.
Don’t:

 O Open files containing scripts that are not installed on your computer.

TIPS
The following steps describe how to install or activate the necessary encoding 
scripts (if applicable):

• Retrieve the Microsoft Windows install CD.
• Install all the appropriate scripts/ languages.
• Go to the Control Panel and click on the Keyboards and Languages tab.
• Choose a language under Display Language.
• Click OK.
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4.2 | Unicode Standard

Validate your fonts for all languages used
RISK
Screen-reader software for the blind and other programs misinterpret the content/ 
text in PDF files.

ISSUES
• Fonts are sold with different encoding script packages.
• The ability to type a specific font does not guarantee the font contains the 

necessary encoding scripts for the language being used.
• Software programs cannot read characters if the font does not have all the 

necessary encoding scripts (e.g. mg = £®).

EXAMPLE

MASTER FILE PDF FILE

Hello H e l l o

Hello

0048 0065    006c    006c 006f

Unicode value:

   

Unicode value:

0048 0065    006c    006c 006f

This font does not 
contain all necessary 
encoding scripts 

Font: Lucida Bright

Font: Century Gothic

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Purchase the “Pro” version of a font.
 P Check the supporting scripts when purchasing a font.
 P Purchase all the required scripts.
 P Check the scripts that come with a font every time you switch languages and 
fonts.

 P Standardize on fonts used for each language.
Don’t:

 O Use fonts that support only a limited number of scripts.

TIPS
The following steps detail how to validate a font with Apple Font Book:

• Open Font Book.
• Select the font in question from the font list.
• Click on File and select Validate Font.
• Check the validation results.
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4.3 | Unicode Standard

Use fonts that support Unicode
RISK
Character corruption may occur when transferring text to a PDF file.

ISSUE
Not all fonts support Unicode encoding.

EXAMPLE

MASTER FILE PDF FILE

Hello H e l l o

Hello

0048 0065    006c    006c 006f

Unicode value:

   

Unicode value:

0048 0065    006c    006c 006f

This font does not 
contain all necessary 
encoding scripts 

Font: Lucida Bright

Font: Century Gothic

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Use fonts that are Unicode-based.
 P Standardize on fonts throughout the supply chain.

Don’t:
 O Use bitmap (screen) fonts.

TIPS
The following steps detail how to identify Unicode characters:
Microsoft Word:

• Select the character in question.
• Press ALT+X to display its Unicode value.

Adobe Illustrator and InDesign:
• Go to the Type menu and select Glyphs.
• Click on the character in question to display its Unicode value.
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Section 5

Fonts
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Fonts
A font is a set of printable or displayable text characters in a specific style and size.
The type design for a set of fonts is the typeface and variations of this design form 
the typeface family. For example, Helvetica is a typeface family, Helvetica italic is 
a typeface, and Helvetica italic 10-point is a font. In practice, the terms font and 
typeface are often used interchangeably

A computer font is an electronic data file containing a set of glyphs, characters, or 
symbols. Although the term font first referred to a set of metal type sorts in one
style and size, since the 1990s it is generally used to refer to a scalable set of digital 
shapes that may be printed at many different sizes.

A typeface is a design for a set of characters. Popular typefaces include Times 
Roman, Helvetica, and Courier. The typeface represents one aspect of a font. 
Other aspects include such characteristics as size, weight, italics, bold, and other 
attributes.

Some default fonts include: Arial, Arial Black, Arial Narrow, Courier New, Impact, 
Tahoma (except Asian languages), Times New Roman, and Verdana.

Font Formats
Multiple font formats have been developed over the years. Detailed below is a 
short history and explanation of the various font formats.
PostScript or “Type1”

• Developed by Adobe and first released in 1985.
• The format is based on Adobe’s PostScript programming language, which 

allows for high-resolution output of resizable graphics.
TrueType

• Developed by Apple and first released in 1991.
• TrueType (.ttf) files were the first to include the data for both how the fonts 

appear on-screen and how they appear when printed on paper.
• TrueType fonts are often packaged with both Microsoft and Apple operating 

systems as the default typefaces available.
• TrueType is a rapidly aging technology that Microsoft no longer supports.

OpenType
• Cross-platform font-file format developed jointly by Adobe and Microsoft that 

was first released in 1996.
• Unicode is at the heart of OpenType.
• An extension of the TrueType SNFT format.
• OpenType fonts can be installed and used alongside PostScript Type1 and 

TrueType fonts.
• Feature-rich Adobe OpenType fonts can be distinguished by the word “Pro,” 

which is part of the font name and appears in application font menus.
• Since OpenType is still a newly developed format, users might run into 

compatibility issues with older programs or software that requires updates.
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Common Issues
Fonts can take your designs to a new high, but the problems they cause can also 
bring you to a new low. Therefore, it is important to understand and know what to 
look for so that troubleshooting can be a lot easier. Detailed below is a sampling 
of common concerns.

Font Compatibility
Unfortunately, Mac OS and Microsoft Windows do not always use the same type 
of font files. Even though most font formats are cross-platform, they often need to 
be converted to work with both. Mac OSX will recognize most Windows TrueType 
and PostScript fonts without requiring conversion. On the other hand, Mac OS9 
won't. Meanwhile, Windows will only recognize Mac TrueType and PostScript fonts 
if they are converted with a program like CrossFont from Acute Systems.

Corrupt Fonts
Damaged fonts can wreak havoc on a system. Corrupt fonts are usually 
damaged by having too many versions of the same one, overuse, and other 
mysteries. The more often fonts are activated and deactivated (i.e. available or 
not available in application font menus), the more likely it is that some of them 
become corrupt. Corrupt fonts can cause printing and display problems and 
can even crash applications. The two most common fonts that may become 
corrupted are Helvetica and Futura. Corrupt fonts may be found by scanning fonts 
with a font management program like Extensis Suitcase Fusion. 

Duplicate Fonts
There are two types of duplicates: exact duplicates, which are identical and can 
confuse a system, and duplicate fonts, which share a name, but have different 
characteristics. Duplicate fonts aren’t necessarily a bad thing. For example,
it makes sense to have multiple versions of a font because each version can 
contain different spacing and sizing information, as well as different styles, such 
as condensed, semi-bold, or black. The problem comes in knowing whether the 
right version is activated when re-opening the file. If the wrong version of a font is 
accidentally activated, any slightly different sizing and spacing information may 
change text justification and alignment (especially around text wraps).

Some font managers, such as Suitcase Fusion and Apple Font Book have sorting 
commands that help identify duplicates, making it much easier to choose the 
correct fonts to use for a specific document. Note how all font managers allow 
fonts to be displayed by font type, so it's simple to activate the correct font and 
identify and remove exact duplicates. 

Embedded Fonts
Font embedding may be required so that anyone can view the document 
correctly without installing the font on their machine. This must be enabled by 
the person who creates the PDF. Fonts may not appear correctly if they are not 
embedded.

In this section, GlobalVision describes best practices with respect to the above 
issues, providing tips and possible solutions and tools. 
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5.1 | Fonts

Use licensed fonts
RISK
Characters may become corrupted and computers may not be able to read the 
text.

ISSUES
• Fonts downloaded for free may not provide a license that allows font 

embedding.
• Fonts become outlined images when not licensed.

EXAMPLE

MASTER FILE PDF FILE

Font substitution occurs when
the font is not embedded

Original Font in Text Substituted Font in Text

INGREDIENTS: SUGAR • PALM OIL•
HAZELNUTS•COCOA•SKIM MILK

INGREDIENTS: SUGAR≥PALM OIL≥
HAZELNUTS≥COCOA≥SKIM MILK

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Purchase fonts from reputable vendors.
 P Ensure your font is licensed and validate your agreement with a font-manager 
program.

Don’t:
 P Use free fonts from the internet and unknown vendors.

TIPS
The following steps detail how to verify font information and integrity:
Apple Font Book:

• Go to Preview and select Show Font Info.
• Verify the font information (i.e. PostScript name, Kind, Language, Copyright, 

Embeddable…). 

Extensis Suitcase Fusion:
• Select the font in the Finder.
• Go to File and select Get Info.
• Verify the font integrity.
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5.2 | Fonts

Embed fonts in PDF files
RISK
Fonts may be substituted or become an image and layout changes may occur 
(i.e. text may become hidden and the layout may become corrupt).

ISSUE
Thousands of fonts exist in the marketplace, but only a limited number are installed 
on every computer. If a computer does not have a font installed, and, if the font is 
not embedded in the artwork files, the font will be substituted out.

EXAMPLE

MASTER FILE PDF FILE

Font substitution occurs when
the font is not embedded

Original Font in Text Substituted Font in Text

INGREDIENTS: SUGAR • PALM OIL•
HAZELNUTS•COCOA•SKIM MILK

INGREDIENTS: SUGAR≥PALM OIL≥
HAZELNUTS≥COCOA≥SKIM MILK

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Embed all fonts when creating artwork.
Don’t:

 O Outline or rasterize fonts.
 O Use unlicensed fonts.

TIPS
The following steps detail how to determine if fonts are embedded using Adobe 
Acrobat Pro:

• Press CTRL+D to view the document’s properties.
• Select the Font tab.
• Verify the font information and properties (i.e. type, encoding, embedding, 

etc.). 
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5.3 | Fonts

Install fonts used in artwork files
RISK
Fonts may be substituted or become an image and layout changes may occur 
(i.e. text may become hidden and the layout may become corrupt).

ISSUE
Computer programs automatically replace non-installed document fonts with 
default system fonts. As a result, text may become hidden, overlaid on top of 
other objects/ text and the entire layout could become corrupt.

EXAMPLE

INGREDIENTS: SUGAR • PALM OIL•
HAZELNUTS•COCOA•SKIM MILK

Artwork Fonts Installed on Computer

Artwork Fonts Not Installed on Computer

INGREDIENTS: SUGAR≥PALM OIL≥
HAZELNUTS≥COCOA≥SKIM MILK

Font substitution occurs

 
SOLUTION
Do:

 P Install fonts used in an artwork file on your computer.
Don’t:

 O Create PDFs without verifying all fonts.
 O Outline or rasterize fonts.
 O Use unlicensed fonts.
 O Open files without installing fonts first.

TIPS
The following steps detail how to add all fonts used in an artwork package:
Microsoft Windows:

• Open the font folder that came with the artwork package.
• Press CTRL+A to select all fonts in the font folder.
• Right-click and click Install.

Mac OS:
• Open Apple Font Book.
• Select Add Font.
• Select the font you want to install.
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5.4 | Fonts

Use OpenType fonts
RISK
Characters may become corrupted when text is transferred to a PDF file and 
layout changes may occur.

ISSUE
Font formats other than OpenType are based on older technology and standards.

EXAMPLE

MASTER FILE PDF FILE

Certain fonts don’t 
support Unicode 
mapping; As a result, 
text does not extract 
correctly 

INGREDIENTS: 
SUGAR•PALM OIL•
HAZELNUTS•COCOA•
SKIM MILK

INGREDIENTS: 
�

�

�

��



SOLUTION
Do:

 P Use OpenType fonts.
 P Use fonts that are Unicode-based.
 P Standardize on fonts throughout the supply chain.

Don’t:
 O Use bitmap (screen) fonts.

TIPS
The following steps detail how to view font properties:
Apple Font Book:

• Open Font Book.
• Select the font from the Font window.
• Go to File, select Preview, and then select Show Preview.
• Check the properties.

Extensis Suitcase Fusion:
• Open Suitcase Fusion.
• Go to File and select Get Info. The full name is listed in the File Information 

window. 
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5.5 | Fonts

Use fonts that support Microsoft Windows 
and Mac OS
RISK
The original design layout of a PDF may be at risk due to font substitution.

ISSUE
Fonts may be substituted (with the closest default font) when opening a file in 
Microsoft Windows created in Mac OS.

EXAMPLE

Fonts must support
Windows and Mac OS
Text re-flows and design layout changes

Fonts must support
Windows and Mac OS
Text re-flows and design layout 
changes

File Created in Mac OS File Opened in Windows

Font Type Used:

Helvetica Neue LT Pro Font substitution occurs

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Use cross-platform OpenType, Unicode-based fonts that do not require 
conversion.

 P Standardize on fonts throughout the supply chain.
Don’t:

 O Use bitmap (screen) fonts.

TIPS
The following steps detail how to view font properties:
Apple Font Book:

• Open Font Book.
• Select the font from the Font window.
• Go to File, select Preview, and then select Show Preview.
• Check the properties.

Extensis Suitcase Fusion:
• Open Suitcase Fusion.
• Go to File and select Get Info. The full name is listed in the File  

Information window.
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5.6 | Fonts

Standardize on fonts
RISK
Low-quality copy and artwork, whose appearance can change based on the 
country/ region.

ISSUES
• Different regions and vendors use different font sets.
• Fonts may not be fully licensed, cross-platform, or contain all scripts.
• Fonts can change from one version to another, affecting quality.

EXAMPLE

≠

New York O�ce Tokyo O�ce

... ...

PDF PDF

...... ......

- Arial.otf
- Myriad Pro.otf
- Palatino Roman.otf  

Used Fonts
- Arial.ttf
- Myriad Pro.ttf
- Palatino Roman.ttf

Used Fonts

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Publish a list of approved fonts for use by graphic designers and print suppliers.
P Standardize on fonts names, versions, and types throughout the supply chain.

 P Standardize on font vendors/ suppliers throughout the supply chain.
 P Purchase fonts for your suppliers/ external designers.

Don’t:
 O Use non-approved fonts.
 O Use different font versions and types.
O Download free fonts from the internet.

TIPS
Refer to corporate graphic guidelines.
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5.7 | Fonts

Package all artwork elements
RISK
Images may disappear from artwork and fonts may be substituted.

ISSUE
Adobe InDesign and other design applications link to images and fonts. If the link is 
broken or the image and font folder are not present, substitutions will occur.

EXAMPLE

Document fonts

Myriad Pro.otf

Logo.ai

Image.tiff

Images Links

Instructions.txt

Layout.idml

Layout.indd

Layout.pdf

Content of a typical 
artwork package

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Collect/ package all artwork elements used in a document before sending it 
out.

 P Send the source file with the font and image folders.
Don’t:
O Send the source file (Adobe Illustrator and InDesign or QuarkXPress from 

Quark) without the font and image folders.

TIPS
The followings steps detail the method to collect all elements in an artwork file:
Adobe InDesign:

• Go to File and select Package.
• Check for an error message In the Package window.
• Click on Package and save to the desired destination.

QuarkXPress from Quark:
• Go to File and select Collect for Output.
• Click on New Folder in the desired location.
• Check all required windows to collect all components. 
• Click Save.

Adobe Illustrator:
• Go to File and select Package.
• Use a third-party application (e.g. FlightCheck from Markzware).
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5.8 | Fonts

Zip all artwork elements
RISK
Artwork corruption may occur.

ISSUE
Individually transmitted files may become corrupted due to the company firewall 
or virus detection software and no longer function properly. In addition, fonts may 
become corrupted during the transmission process.

EXAMPLE

Problems when OpeningSending Unzipped Files =

1 Mb
ai

indd

0 Kb

ai
indd

New York O�ce Tokyo O�ce

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Zip your artwork files before sending to ensure all files are properly transmitted.
 P Download WinZip from Corel or similar programs to receive warnings about 
potentially unsafe files.

Don’t:
 O Send font and original artwork files without zipping first.

TIPS
The following programs may be used to zip all artwork elements:

• StuffIt from Smith Micro.
• WinRAR.
• WinZip from Corel.
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5.9 | Fonts

Use OpenType Pro or Com based on the script 
used in the document
RISK
Encoding errors in the PDF may occur.

ISSUES
• Some glyphs are not extracted properly when using Adobe Illustrator.
• The extraction process can lead to missing punctuation.

EXAMPLE

 

Helvetica Neue LT Std
(Standard Fonts)

Standard Font Used

Možné nežádoucí ú�inky
(C with Caron: č)

Helvetica Neue LT Pro
(Extended Fonts)

Extended Font Used

Možné nežádoucí účinky
(C with Caron: č)

SOLUTION
Do: 

 P Use an Extended OpenType or OpenType Pro font for extended features.
 P Use the font that supports the script corresponding to the language being 
used.

Don’t:
 O Use an OpenType Standard font when planning to use multiple languages in 

the same document.

TIPS
See Appendix 05 Differences Between OpenType Font Varieties.
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Section 6

Symbols 
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Symbols
Symbols and special characters are useful in many text applications. These 
symbols and characters are typically those not found in the English language. 
They are very useful for writing in different languages, creating math equations, 
using different currency symbols and more. However, these symbols and 
special characters may not be accessible if not created properly.

For example, an alpha (α) in a formula could be coded in various ways:
• The Unicode character U+03B1.
• A simple "a" in a Greek font (α).
• A vector graphic unassociated with the corresponding character 

belonging to ASCII or Unicode.

This could lead to different results when hypothetically searching for "alpha" 
in a given document. In the first case, it would be found easily. In the second 
case, a search would stop at every single "a" instead. In the third case, the 
search wouldn't produce a single match, as the character in question would 
be a graphic.

In the section, GlobalVision describes how to create symbols and special 
characters to easily access them. 
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6.1 | Symbols 

Create symbols and special characters 
in Microsoft Word
RISK
The PDF file integrity may become compromised.

ISSUE
The incorrect Unicode representation of a symbol may be used if symbols are not 
inserted using the symbol dialog box.

EXAMPLE

Using Keyboard

> + (CTRL+U) 

>
Unicode: 003E

>
Unicode: 2265

≥ 
Insert Symbol “≥”

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Use the symbol function to create symbols and special characters.
 P Standardize on the method used to create symbols and special characters.

Don’t:
 O Use the keyboard to create symbols in Microsoft Word.
 O Copy and paste symbols from PDF documents.
 O Use graphics/ images as symbols.

TIPS
The following steps detail how to identify Unicode characters in Microsoft Word on 
a PC:

• Select the desired character.
• Press ALT+X when text is highlighted to display the corresponding Unicode 

value. 
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6.2 | Symbols 

Create symbols and special characters  
in design programs
RISK
The PDF file integrity may become compromised.

ISSUE
Graphic artists sometimes use the wrong symbols for apostrophes, quotation 
marks, and unit values. As a result, the artwork PDF may contain incorrect Unicode 
values.

EXAMPLE

Using Keyboard Using Symbol Function (’)

Unicode: 0022 Unicode: 2019´= ’= 
I’m I´m 

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Use the symbol function to create symbols and special characters.
 P Standardize on the method used to create symbols and special characters.

Don’t:
 O Use the keyboard to create symbols in design applications.
 O Copy and paste symbols from PDF documents.
 O Use graphics/ images as symbols.

TIPS
The following steps detail how to identify Unicode characters in Adobe Illustrator 
and InDesign:

• Select the desired character.
• Go to the Type menu and select Glyphs to display the corresponding  

Unicode value. 
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6.3 | Symbols 

Standardize on symbols and characters
RISK
Inconsistencies may appear in different documents.

ISSUE
Special characters such as bullets, trademarks, quotation marks, and apostrophes 
have many variations. Each variation is represented by a different “code” (see 
Section 4 Unicode Standard).

EXAMPLE

It's

'Hello  

"Hello"

Prime Symbol

(foot mark) U: 0027
Apostrophe

U: 2019

Prime Symbol

(foot mark) U: 0027

Double Prime

(inch mark) U: 0022

Single Quotes

U: 2018 & U: 2019

Double Quotes

U: 201c & U: 201d

It’s

‘Hello’

“Hello”

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Standardize on a list of symbols and special characters.
 P Use the symbol function or symbol palette to create symbols and special 
characters.

 P Standardize on the method used to create symbols and special characters.
Don’t:

 O Use the keyboard to create symbols in Microsoft Word.
 O Copy and paste symbols from PDF documents.
 O Use graphics/ images as symbols.

TIPS
The followings tools may be used to help standardize on symbols and characters:

• Symbol Palette in Microsoft Word.
• Glyph Palette in Adobe InDesign and Illustrator.
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6.4 | Symbols 

Manage hyphens in artwork files
RISK
Inconsistencies may appear in different documents and from artwork file to 
artwork file.

ISSUE
Hyphens may be created in multiple ways. Each variation is represented by a 
different “code” (see Section 4 Unicode Standard).

EXAMPLE

Master Sample

Hyphen

Unicode 002D

mas-
sively 
lazy 
dog.

mas−
sively 
lazy 
dog.

Minus Sign
Unicode 2212

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Use the same hyphenation set-up for both the Master and Sample files.
 P Use soft hyphens in the same word location, in both the Master and Sample 
files.

 P Use the same auto-hyphenation mode (ON or OFF) in both the Master and 
Sample files.

Don’t:
 O Turn on the Hyphenation feature in just the Master or just the Sample files.
 O Use soft hyphens in only the Master or only the Sample files.
 O Use a minus sign to hyphenate.

TIPS
The following steps detail how to create a soft hyphen:
Adobe InDesign:

• Go to Type and select Insert Special Character.
• Select Discretionary Hyphen from Hyphens and Dashes.

Microsoft Word:
• Click where you would like to insert a soft hyphen.
• In the Symbol dialog box, select the Special Characters tab and insert the 

Optional Break.
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6.5 | Symbols 

Manage ligatures in artwork files
RISK
Unwanted ligatures may be detected on the final approved materials by the 
proofreading software.

ISSUE
The proofreading software may detect invalid ligatures.

EXAMPLE 

� �

A�er
�rst 
wa�es
A�ion

After
first 
waffles
Action

ON� � ONMaster Sample

No Ligatures Found in Arial
(Standard Fonts)

Ligatures Found in Minion Pro
(Extended Fonts)

    

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Turn Ligatures OFF for standard fonts.
 P Use extended OpenType fonts if ligatures are required.
 P Use the same setting in both the Master and Sample file (Ligatures ON or OFF).

Don’t:
 O Use Ligatures in the document if not required.
 O Set Ligatures to ON for standard fonts.

TIPS
The following steps describe how to turn Ligatures ON or OFF:
Adobe Illustrator: 

• Go to Window and select Type.
• Select OpenType and turn Ligatures ON or OFF.

Adobe InDesign:
• Turn Ligatures OFF or ON in the drop-down menu of the Character panel.
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Section 7

Reading Order
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Reading Order
Objects are connected by a coordinate system on the PDF page. There is no 
logical, semantic connection between the letters comprising a word; Characters 
simply appear at a series of locations on the rendered page. There is no innate 
concept of words, sentences, paragraphs, columns, headings, images, tables, lists, 
footnotes - any of the semantic structures that distinguish a “document” from a 
meaningless heap of letters, shapes, and colors. The PDF is fundamentally about 
how the document appears on the page, not how it looks when abstracted from 
the page.

Therefore, if the PDF includes instructions to paint more than one object in the 
same spot, the items will stack on top of each other, with the last item painted 
appearing on the top of the stack. As another example, a PDF creator may 
choose to paint all the Times Roman text on the page first, then come back 
and paint the text that appears in other fonts. The reader can apply meaning to 
objects as he or she imposes semantics on the objects as they are read. If a word 
is encountered that starts at the end of one column and ends at the top of the 
next, the mind stitches the two together without conscious thought. Or, if a line
of 16-point text is followed by a paragraph of 12-point text, it is naturally assumed 
that the former is a heading. However, the lack of order becomes an issue in many 
cases when:

• Text is copied/ pasted.
• Text is reflowed to display on a mobile phone or for other applications.
• Text is used by a search engine trying to index the document.
• The user is blind or otherwise disabled and requires special Assistive Technology 

(AT) devices to read and operate the computer.

It is said that a document is accessible if its contents are structured and organized 
such that the meaning of the document is available to every consumer. In the PDF 
format, accessibility is assured by adding “tags,” markers that identify the “correct 
order” of objects and the semantics of the document. What is the “correct 
order”? There may be more than one; After all, there’s no “correct” way to read a 
newspaper. The idea of “correct order” is simply the order that the author selects 
for the PDF. It is not OK, for example, to mix two separate articles together simply 
because the columns of text are adjacent. PDF tags define the logical order of the 
document’s content and thus its accessibility. To determine whether it is, in fact, 
accessible, the tags need to be checked, and if necessary corrected to ensure 
correct logical order and usage.

What is text reading order?
• Documents may be laid out in different ways including multi-column, rotated 

text, tabular manner, and with panels.
• Even though text flow in the document can easily be interpreted by a human, 

the same cannot be said for computers.
• It is important to imagine how a page would read and not how it looks.
• Software readers identify content based on a document’s tag structure 

before looking at the actual content.
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“Reading order” refers simply to the order in which the computer reads the file. 
It has nothing whatsoever to do with “logical order,” the sequence people use, 
which is defined in the PDF by tags. The following image represents an example 
of content as rendered on a PDF page.

The quick 
brown fox 
jumps over 

the lazy 
dog. 

Although it is simple, this example nonetheless demonstrates how reading order 
and logical order are distinct in a PDF file. In this example the reading order is as 
follows: <The quick the lazy brown fox dog. jumps over>. If the PDF is correctly 
tagged and the viewing software supports tags for content extraction and re-use, 
the text would appear in correct logical order and with appropriate semantics (in 
this case, a simple paragraph) as follows: <The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy 
dog.>

In this section, GlobalVision describes best practices when creating PDFs with 
correct reading order in mind.
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7.1 | Reading Order

Tag PDF documents to structure a logical 
reading order
RISK
Screen readers for the blind and other software packages or programs 
misinterpret PDF content.

ISSUES
• PDF files do not naturally “know” the correct text order, which is undefined.
• Structured files are required to support applications where text order is 

needed.
• Users who need assistive technology to read electronic documents require 

structured PDFs.

EXAMPLE

The quick  the lazy
brown fox  dog.
jumps over 

On-Screen and 
Printed Appearance 

The quick
brown fox
jumps over
the lazy
dog.

The quick

the lazy

brown fox

dog.

jumps over

<P>

Logical Order Reading Order of the PDF

PDF

The quickThe quick1

the lazythe lazy2

brown fox3

dog.dog.4

jumps overjumps over5

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Define the PDF’s content order in the Articles panel when using Adobe 
InDesign.

 P Ensure paragraphs, lists, heading, tables, and figures are properly tagged.
Don’t:

 O Create a PDF without any tags.

TIPS
Create tags to identify content elements as required and then use them to 
define text or page items with one of these techniques in Adobe InDesign:

• Manual Tagging: Select a frame or text and then click the appropriate tag 
in the Tags panel or simply drag a tag from the panel to a text or frame.

• Automatic Tagging: Select a text frame, table, or cells, and then click the 
Autotag icon in the Tags panel.
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7.2 | Reading Order

Link text frames (text boxes) to respect the 
reading order
RISK
The internal reading order of the PDF may differ from visual text flow.

ISSUE
The reading order is compromised when linked text frames do not respect the 
same order in which they were created.

EXAMPLE

Layers

However you paste text in the text frame, 
the final reading order in the PDF will be 
the order of the frame creation sequence

1

2

3

First Frame Created

First Frame Created

Second Frame Created

Third Frame Created

Third Frame Created

Second Frame Created 

Paragraph 1
Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's 
dummy text ever since the 1500s, 
when an unknown printer took a 
galley of type and scrambled

Paragraph 2
Lorem Ipsum has been the 
dummy text ever since the 
when an unknown printer
galley of type and scrambled

Paragraph 3
Lorem Ipsum has been the 
dummy text ever since the 
when an unknown printer
galley of type and scrambled 1

2

3

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Add text in the same order in which the frames (text boxes) were created.
 P Manage/ change the reading order using layers and sub-layers.
 P Flow all text into the document, adding frames as necessary.
 P Stack layers/ sub-layers from bottom to top to create the reading order. 
NOTE: The order in which objects are created acts as the default reading 
order.

Don’t:
 O Create text frames and paste the text in a different order than the one in 

which they were created.
 O Ignore the layer order if you use text frames.

TIPS
The following steps describe the semi-autoflow method, which lets the user flow 
text from one frame to the next in Adobe InDesign and Illustrator: 

• Hold down ALT (Microsoft Windows) or OPTION (Mac OS).
• Click the frame’s port icon, which appears as a “+” sign to show there’s

additional overflow text.
• Create a new frame using the mouse cursor, which has now been “loaded”

with the overflow text.
• The text will be pasted in automatically.
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7.3 | Reading Order

Manage the reading order in layers using 
Adobe InDesign and Illustrator
RISK
Screen readers may misinterpret a PDF due to unstructured content.

ISSUE
The PDF file’s text order is undefined, with structured files needed to support 
applications requiring just the opposite.

EXAMPLE

Layers

1

2

3

Paragraph 1 Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's 

Paragraph 2 Ipsum has been the dummy text ever

Paragraph 3 Lorem Ipsum has been the dummy 

Paragraph 1
Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's 
dummy text ever since the 1500s, 
when an unknown printer took a 
galley of type and scrambled

Paragraph 2
Ipsum has been the 
dummy text ever since the 
when an unknown printer
galley of type and scrambled

Paragraph 3
Lorem Ipsum has been the 
dummy text ever since the 
when an unknown printer
galley of type and scrambled

Paragraph 1
Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's 
Paragraph 1
Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's 
Paragraph 1
dummy text ever since the 1500s, 
when an unknown printer took a 
galley of type and scrambled

1

Paragraph 2
Ipsum has been the 
Paragraph 2
Ipsum has been the 
Paragraph 2
dummy text ever since the 
when an unknown printer
galley of type and scrambled

2

Paragraph 3
Lorem Ipsum has been the 
Paragraph 3
Lorem Ipsum has been the 
Paragraph 3
dummy text ever since the 
when an unknown printer
galley of type and scrambled

3

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Use stacked layers/ sub-layers from bottom to top to establish the reading 
order.

 P Establish the reading order of items in the Adobe InDesign file before 
converting it to a PDF.

 P Create a tagged PDF with Adobe InDesign.
NOTE: The order in which objects are created acts as the default reading 
order.

Don’t:
 O Create text frames and paste the text in a different order than the one in 

which they were created.
 O Ignore the layer order if you use text frames.
 O Tag a PDF in Adobe Acrobat Pro using the “Add tags to document“ function if 

you’re using layers (z-order).

TIPS
The following steps describe how to adjust the stacking order in Adobe InDesign 
and Adobe Illustrator: 

• Select the object or text frame by clicking on it once with the Selection tool.
• Change the stacking order of the objects within the layer as desired by 

dragging the little square (located in the upper-right corner of the group).
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7.4 |Reading Order

Manage the reading order in Microsoft Word 
and PowerPoint
RISK
The internal reading order of a document may differ from the visual text flow.

ISSUE
When stacked objects do not respect the logical reading order of a Microsoft 
Word document, the reading order is compromised.

EXAMPLE

Selection Pane

Show All Hide All

Lorem Ipsum is not simply random text.

Latin literature 
from 45 BC

Lorem Ipsum

Contrary to popular 
belief, Lorem Ipsum is 
not simply random 
text. It has roots in a 
piece of classical Latin 
literature from 45 BC, 

• Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 

consectetur adipiscing elit.

• Vivamus laoreet arcu et 

congue rutrum.

• Mauris porta sem sit amet mi 

placerat, sed interdum ex mollis.

5

4 3

1

2

Title
Text Placeholder 
Text Placeholder 
Text Placeholder 

Text Placeholder 

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Stack layers/ sub-layers from the bottom to the top to create the reading 
order.

 P Avoid using text boxes and floating objects.
P Use Microsoft Word paragraph spacing settings.

Don’t:
 O Create text in a different order than what is logical to read.
 O Use carriage returns, tabs, and other blank characters to create white space 

in a document.
 O Use blank cells for formatting in tables.

TIPS
The following steps describe how to adjust the stacking order in Microsoft Word:

• Right-click the object (or grouped objects) that you want to bring to the front 
or send to the back.

• Click Bring to Front or Send to Back in the options menu that pops up.
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Section 8

Tables
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Tables
Creating tables that are accessible to everyone can be challenging. Most people 
can recognize large and complex tables quickly. However, the same cannot be 
said for the visually impaired or for software applications.

PDFs may contain tables, but there is usually no way to know how they were 
constructed. A glance through column headings and rows in a table allows 
people to recognize the order and meaning of the table. For example, a person 
may recognize that only a few cells are relevant to the entire table. Meanwhile, 
creating tables with an application poses challenges regarding orientation, the 
number of columns, the rows, and the proper cell order when trying to convey 
their overall meaning.

A table in a PDF may be created by placing text in specific places and adding 
graphic lines. Therefore, it may look like a table to the user but it is not possible to 
extract it from a database. A table may also exist as an image in the file.

In this section, GlobalVision describes how to best create proper tables in 
applications so that they are properly recognized by the programs in question and 
understood by users.
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8.1 | Tables 

Use the Table function in Microsoft Word
RISK
Tables are formatted poorly.

ISSUE
Tables created using tabs or by drawing lines do not import into graphic-design 
software properly as the reading order is compromised.

EXAMPLE

Company 23-people 4¶

School 23-people 3¶   

�

�

�

�

This is not a real table;
It was created with tabs 
and drawing tools

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Use the Table function to create tables.
Don’t:

 O Add tabs to create tables.
 O Draw lines to create tables.

TIPS
The following steps describe how to create tables in Microsoft Word: 

• Go to Insert and click on Table.
• Select the desired number of rows and columns from the Table Palette and 

click OK. 
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8.2 | Tables 

Use Adobe InDesign to create tables  
in artwork files
RISK
Tables are formatted poorly.

ISSUE
The table structure is not defined when creating tables using a design program like 
Adobe Illustrator.

EXAMPLE

This is not a real table; 
It was created with tabs 
and drawing tools

tab 1  text tab 2  text tab 3  text

text 1 text 2 text 3

text 4 text 5 text 6       

Tables created in Illustrator

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Use Adobe InDesign to create tables.
Don’t:

 O Use Adobe Illustrator to create tables.

TIPS
The following steps detail how to create tables in Adobe InDesign:

• Create a new text box.
• Select inside the text box.
• Go to the Table menu.
• Click on Insert Table.
• Specify the new table parameters.
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8.3 | Tables  

Don’t create table header rows
in Microsoft Word
RISK
The document may become desynchronized by the proofreading software used.

ISSUE
A repeating header in a table row may be detected as a repeat.

EXAMPLE

TABLE HEADER 

TABLE HEADER TABLE HEADER 

Master Sample

TABLE HEADER 

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Verify that tables used in the document are not repeating the heading on 
subsequent pages.

Don’t:
 O Use a table header when you create a table in Microsoft Word.

TIPS
The following steps describe how to ensure a table header will not be repeated 
when using Microsoft Word:

• Select the row or rows of the table in question and right-click.
• Click Table Properties in the Table menu, .
• Under the Row tab, verify that the “Repeat as header row 

at the top of each page” option is unchecked.



Section 9

Right-to-Left  
Languages
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Section 9

Right-to-Left 
Languages
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Right-to-Left Languages
A script is described as right-to-left if writing starts from the right side of the page, 
and continues to the left.

Examples of right-to-left scripts are:
• Arabic - used for Arabic, Persian, and Urdu.
• Hebrew - used for Hebrew and Yiddish.
• Syrian - used for varieties of the Syrian language.
• Thaana - used for Dhivehi.
• N’Ko - used for several African languages.

Typically, support must be enabled for these scripts. For example, the Arabic 
edition of Adobe Acrobat Pro ME lets the user type, view, copy, and paste 
Arabic within a PDF. Adobe Creative Suite ME or Adobe CS6 with right-to-left 
support allow for the creation and export of an Arabic PDF. In addition, if the 
PDF is created correctly, Arabic can be typed within the PDF using a free Adobe 
Acrobat ME reader.

In this section, GlobalVision describes how to create documents properly featuring 
right-to-left languages.
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9.1 | Right-to-Left Languages

Typeset Middle Eastern languages with  
Adobe Creative Suite ME
RISK
Text may become corrupted.

ISSUE
Adobe Creative Suite versions prior to CS6 do not support right-to-left languages.

EXAMPLE

InDesign ME

InDesign English

Hello

Letters 
written 
correctly

םולש
ابحرم
Hello

Letters are 
mirrored and 
ligatures 
are broken

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Use Adobe Creative Suite ME or Adobe CS6 with ME support for editing and 
typesetting Middle Eastern languages (basic support for Chinese, Japanese, 
and Korean is also provided).

Don’t:
 O Import Middle Eastern Artwork files into Adobe Creative Suite (Western 

versions).

TIPS
To typeset Middle Eastern languages, use:

• Adobe Creative Suite ME or Adobe CS6 with right-to-left support.
• Adobe Creative Cloud.
• Right-to-left plug-in tools (i.e. World-tool Pro, WinSoft ScribeDOOR, etc.).
• An Adobe InDesign script.
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9.2 | Right-to-Left Languages

Typeset mixed languages with Adobe Creative 
Suite ME
RISK
Mixed languages (e.g. Arabic and English) may not typeset properly in artwork 
files.

ISSUE
Non-Middle Eastern applications do not support mixed languages that are written 
in different directions. Characters can be corrupted, affecting the text flow.

EXAMPLE

Adobe CS ME

 
 edocinU 

 
   edocinU  

 ,   

Adobe CS English

Unicode  
  

   Unicode 
 ,  

Letters 
written
correctly

Letters are 
mirrored

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Typeset documents with mixed languages using Adobe Creative Suite ME 
or Adobe CS6 with ME support, as they detect text direction automatically 
(English will automatically flow from left to right and Arabic from right to left).

Don’t:
 O Typeset documents with mixed languages using non-Middle Eastern versions 

of Adobe Creative Suite.
 O Outline text.

TIPS
To typeset Middle Eastern languages, use:

• Adobe Creative Cloud.
• Adobe Creative Suite ME or Adobe CS6 with right-to-left support.
• Right-to-left plug-in tools (i.e. World-tool Pro, WinSoft ScribeDOOR, etc.).
• An Adobe InDesign script.
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9.3 | Right-to-Left Languages

Create PDFs in Adobe Creative Suite ME for 
Middle Eastern files
RISK
Middle Eastern text may become corrupted when opened in non-ME versions of 
Adobe Creative Suite.

ISSUE
Not all vendors and internal departments have Adobe Creative Suite ME or 
Adobe CS6 with right- to-left support. Artwork changes can occur when opening 
Adobe CS ME files (Adobe InDesign or Illustrator, etc.) in a non-ME version.

EXAMPLE

InDesign ME

This is not a real table. 
It was created with tabs 
& drawing tools.

PDF edited in non-Middle 
Eastern version of Adobe 
Creative Suite

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Use Adobe CS ME or Adobe CS6 for creating a PDF with right-to-left 
languages.

Don’t:
 O Edit Adobe Creative Suite ME files in non-Middle Eastern versions of Adobe 

InDesign or Illustrator, etc.

TIPS
To create PDFs with Middle Eastern languages, use:

• Adobe Creative Cloud.
• Adobe Creative Suite ME or Adobe CS6 with right-to-left support.
• Right-to-left plug-in tools (i.e. World-tool Pro, WinSoft ScribeDOOR, etc.).
• An Adobe InDesign script.
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9.4 | Right-to-Left Languages

Transmit Middle Eastern files as PDFs
RISK
The text and file itself may become corrupted.

ISSUE
Not all vendors and internal departments have Adobe Creative Suite ME or 
Adobe CS6 with right-to-left support. Artwork changes can occur when opening 
Adobe CS ME files (Adobe InDesign or Illustrator, etc.) in a non-ME version.

EXAMPLE

InDesign ME

Hello

Letters 
written 
correctly םולש

ابحرم
Hello

Letters are 
mirrored and 
ligatures 
are broken

InDesign English

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Send artwork as high-resolution PDFS as they can easily be imported back into 
Adobe InDesign as an image box.

Don’t:
 O Send native-Middle Eastern artwork files without transmitting them as a high-

resolution PDF.

TIPS
To create high-resolution PDFs, use:

• Adobe Creative Cloud.
• Adobe Creative Suite ME or Adobe CS6 with right-to-left support.
• Right-to-left plug-in tools (i.e. World-tool Pro, WinSoft ScribeDOOR, etc.).
• An Adobe InDesign script.
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9.5 | Right-to-Left Languages

Test fonts for compliance
RISK
Erroneous text may appear and/ or be detected on final approved materials by 
proofreading software.

ISSUE
Right-to-left languages appearing in generated PDFs may not be readable by the 
proofreading software.

EXAMPLE

PDF File PDF File

Font used AXTMAHAL Font used WINSOFT 

Notepad Notepad

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Verify that fonts used on packaging designs are tested for compliance.
 P Use only approved fonts.

Don’t:
 O Use a font that has not been tested.

TIPS
The following steps describe how to verify whether a font is compliant:

• Open the PDF file and copy the text.
• Paste the text into Microsoft Notepad or Apple TextEdit. 
• Check to see if any unreadable characters appear.
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Section 10

Braille
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Braille
The European Union has mandated that the name of products be included in 
Braille on the packaging of authorized medication to aid in its identification. As 
part of this initiative, specific requirements have been imposed on the height and 
placement of Braille dots to ensure easy readability for the visually impaired.

The direct consequence of this initiative is that all companies involved in the 
development of packaging for pharmaceutical products need to ensure that 
their packaging meets compliance standards regarding Braille dots. Standardizing 
on best practices for Braille will help ensure that compliance is achieved and 
maintained.

In this section, GlobalVision describes best practices when creating Braille.
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10.1 | Braille 

Create a separate top layer for Braille
RISK
Braille dots may not be detected during the inspection, causing invalid 
translations.

ISSUE
Braille dots may be partially or completely hidden by text or artwork.

EXAMPLE

Braille dot

Braille dot 1

Braille dot

Braille dot 2 

Layers

1

2

3

4

Braille dot 2 layer 

Braille dot 1 layer 

Graphics layer

Text layer

Correct Position

Incorrect Position

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Create a separate layer containing the Braille dots.
 P Ensure the Braille layer is the top-most layer.
 P Use Adobe PDF Version 1.5 and higher.

Don’t:
O Place Braille dots underneath text or artwork.

TIPS
The following steps describe how to display existing layers in a PDF:

• Open a PDF in Adobe Acrobat Pro.
• Select Show/ Hide from view.
• Select Navigation Panes and click on Layers in the drop-down menu.
• View the layers in the left panel and show/ hide their contents.
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10.2 | Braille 

Create Braille dots with solid-filled fonts
RISK
Braille dots may not be detected during the inspection, causing invalid 
translations.

ISSUE
Braille dots that are not solid-filled may overlap or blend in with text, artwork, or die 
lines.

EXAMPLE

Artwork 
Brai l le

Artwork 
Brai l le

p=

q=

Correct

Incorrect

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Create Braille dots using PharmaBraille fonts or other standard Braille fonts.
 P Use Adobe PDF Version 1.5 and higher.

Don’t:
 O Create Braille dots that are not solid.
 O Draw Braille dots.
 O Outline Braille dots.

TIPS
The following options describe how to set up PharmaBraille fonts:

• Set a font size of 10 mm.
• Set the font with a leading (line spacing) of 10 mm (100%).
• See Appendix 06 Braille Cell Dimensions. 

NOTE: 10 mm = 28.3465 pt.
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10.3 | Braille 

Create PDFs with Braille dots of a unique color
RISK
Braille dots may not be detected during the inspection, causing invalid 
translations.

ISSUE
Braille dots in a PDF with the same color as the rest of the artwork or text may not 
be recognized.

EXAMPLE

Braille dot

Braille dot

Braille dot

Braille dot

Red CMYK

PMS 802C (Unique Color)
PMS 
802C Braille

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Create a separate layer containing Braille dots.
 P Ensure the Braille dots are a unique color.

Don’t:
 O Create Braille dots that are the same color as the rest of the text or artwork.

TIPS
The following steps describe how to create uniquely colored Braille dots in Adobe 
InDesign:

• Choose a new color swatch from the Swatches panel menu.
• Choose the library file from the Color Mode list.
• Select one or more swatches from the library and click Add.
• Go to the Braille layer and apply the new color.
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10.4 | Braille 

Create Braille dots following the Marburg 
Medium Font Standard
RISK
Braille dots may not be detected during the inspection, causing invalid 
translations.

ISSUE
Braille dots that do not follow the Marburg Medium Font Standard for dot, 
character, word, and line spacing may not be detected.

EXAMPLE

Marburg Medium 
Braille Cell Spacing

a. 2.5mm horizontal dot to dot
b. 2.5mm vertical dot to dot
c. 6.0mm from cell to cell
d. 12.0mm from cell to cell with single space between
e. 10.0mm line spacing

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Create Braille dots that adhere to the Marburg Medium Font Standard.
 P Use PharmaBraille fonts or other standard Braille fonts.

Don’t:
 O Create Braille dots that do not adhere to the Marburg Medium Font Standard.

TIPS
The following options describe how to set up PharmaBraille fonts:

• Set a font size of 10 mm.
• Set the font with a leading (line spacing) of 10 mm (100%).
• See Appendix 06 Braille Cell Dimensions.

NOTE: 10 mm = 28.3465 pt.
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10.5 | Braille

Create Braille dots using a validated
standard font
RISK
Braille dots may not be detected during the inspection, causing invalid 
translations.

ISSUE
Braille dots in a PDF created by using a non-standard Braille font (perhaps 
featuring smaller spaces than are normally accepted) may cause invalid 
translations.

EXAMPLE

Braille dot

B r a i l l e  d o t

B r a i l l e  d o t

Translation: Braille dot

Translation: Braille_ _ - b

Braille dot 

Font used conforms to the Marburg
Medium Font Standard

Font used does not conform to the
Marburg Medium Font Standard

Font Used: Braille Normal (Free Font)  

Font Used: PharmaBraille   

 dot 

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Create Braille dots using PharmaBraille or other standard Braille fonts.
 P Validate the Braille font before using it in artwork.
 P Use the Marburg Braille grid as a template to verify the dot position.

Don’t:
 O Create Braille with a free font that does not conform to the Marburg Medium 

Font Standard.
 O Create Braille using a font with an anonymous source.

TIPS
The following options describe how to set up PharmaBraille Fonts:

• Set a font size of 10 mm.
• Set the font with a leading (line spacing) of 10 mm (100%).
• See Appendix 06 Braille Cell Dimensions. 

NOTE: 10 mm = 28.3465 pt.
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Section 11

Barcode
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Barcode
Barcodes have evolved significantly over the years, dating back to 1974 when the 
first grocery store item marked with one was successfully checked out. Since then, 
various barcode types of different dimensions (one-dimensional, two dimensional) 
have emerged. 

Seeing as standards exist for each symbology, it would be misleading to suggest 
barcodes are defined by a single set of (ISO) specifications. There are nonetheless 
best practices to follow when creating them. These range from recommended 
color combinations to the minimum required size of the buffers that appear on 
either side of each barcode (clear zones). 

The goal here would be to facilitate the scanning process, with unreadable 
barcodes possessing the potential to harm a given company’s brand equity at 
the very least. Even the smallest error can cause catastrophic consequences 
throughout the entire supply chain. Think of it not as erring on the side of caution, 
but rather erring on the right side of the bottom line.

In this section, GlobalVision describes best practices when creating barcodes. 
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11.1 | Barcode

Create PDFs with separate barcode layers
RISK
Barcodes may not be detected correctly, causing the decoding to be invalid.

ISSUE
Elements may obstruct the barcode, hiding the barcode from detection.

EXAMPLE

Layers

1

2

3

4

7 806723 188635

SAFETY SEALED FOR YOUR PROTECTION

WARNINGS
Each Caplet Contains:
Fast approval  30 mg
Productivity booster  100 mg
Error eliminator  50 mg

DOSAGE
Take 2-3 caplets per day or as 
recommended by your health 
care practitioner.

Bittamucine

Bittamucine

Text

Braille

Barcode

Graphics

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Create a separate layer containing the barcode.
 P Ensure barcodes are in a single layer.

Don’t:
 O Place barcodes underneath text or artwork.

TIPS
The following options detail how to create a barcode in Adobe InDesign:

• Install the appropriate plug-in for the creation of barcodes.
• Import a barcode in EPS format.
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11.2 | Barcode

Place the barcode in a noticeable area  
on the design
RISK
Barcodes may not be detected correctly, causing the decoding to be invalid.

ISSUE
A barcode may be placed over a carton edge, beneath a carton fold, beneath 
a package flap, or covered by another packaging layer, causing it to be 
obscured or damaged. 

EXAMPLE

Ce médicament est généralement pris au besoin contre les douleurs 
ou la fièvre, sauf en cas d'arthrose ou d'autres troubles chroniques. Il 
est alors généralement pris de façon régulière afin d'assurer le 
soulagement des douleurs. Dans ces cas, si une dose du médicament 
est oubliée, elle peut être prise dans l'heure qui suit le moment prévu, 
dès que l'oubli est constaté. S'il est presque temps de votre prochaine 
dose, ne vous souciez pas de la dose omise et reprenez le schéma 
posologique usuel. N'utilisez pas une double dose pour compenser 

Preferred Placement

Undesirable Alternative

Back

Front COLA

8mm

8mm

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Ensure the barcode is placed >8 mm from the cut and fold lines.
 P Ensure contents in another layer do not cover the barcode.
 P Ensure the barcode is not obscured or damaged.

Don’t:
 O Place the barcode closer than 8 mm from cut and fold lines.
 O Place the barcode over a carton edge or beneath a package flap.
 O Cover the barcode with text or artwork.

TIPS
The following options detail how to create a  barcode in Adobe InDesign:

• Install an appropriate plug-in for the creation of barcodes.
• Import a barcode in EPS format.
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11.3 | Barcode

Choose the optimum barcode color 
combination
RISK
Barcodes may not be detected correctly causing the decoding to be invalid.

ISSUES
• Barcodes may not be visible if they are not created using the optimum color 

combination.
• The lack of contrast in barcode colors can affect their readability.

EXAMPLE

Ce médicament est généralement pris au besoin contre les douleurs ou la fièvre, 
sauf en cas d'arthrose ou d'autres troubles chroniques. Il est alors généralement 
pris de façon régulière afin d'assurer le soulagement des douleurs. Dans ces cas, si 
une dose du médicament est oubliée, elle peut être prise dans l'heure qui suit le 
moment prévu, dès que l'oubli est constaté. S'il est presque temps de votre 
prochaine dose, ne vous souciez pas de la dose omise et reprenez le schéma 
posologique usuel. N'utilisez pas une double dose pour compenser l'omission d'une 
dose. Si vous hésitez sur la conduite à tenir après avoir omis une dose, demandez 
conseil à votre médecin ou à un pharmacien.

Ce médicament est généralement pris au besoin contre les douleurs ou la fièvre, 
sauf en cas d'arthrose ou d'autres troubles chroniques. Il est alors généralement 
pris de façon régulière afin d'assurer le soulagement des douleurs. Dans ces cas, si 
une dose du médicament est oubliée, elle peut être prise dans l'heure qui suit le 
moment prévu, dès que l'oubli est constaté. S'il est presque temps de votre 
prochaine dose, ne vous souciez pas de la dose omise et reprenez le schéma 
posologique usuel. N'utilisez pas une double dose pour compenser l'omission d'une 
dose. Si vous hésitez sur la conduite à tenir après avoir omis une dose, demandez 
conseil à votre médecin ou à un pharmacien.

Not detected because 
low-contrast color 
combination was used

Detected because 
optimum color 
combination was used7 806723 188635

7 806723 188635

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Create barcodes with dark colors (i.e. black, dark blue, dark brown, or dark 
green) for bars on a light background.

 P Ensure the bars consist of a single line color.
 P Use light colors for the background and dark colors for the barcode.

Don’t:
 O Create barcodes using light colors.
 O Create barcodes using red colors.
 O Place dark barcodes on dark backgrounds. 

TIPS
See Appendix 08 Color Selection for Barcode Symbols. 
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11.4 | Barcode 

Create barcodes with the correct height
RISK
Barcodes may not be scanned correctly and therefore not detected.

ISSUES
• Truncation (shortening the height of the bars) destroys the ability to scan a 

barcode omni-directionally.
• A truncated barcode can only be scanned when the item is oriented in 

specific directions across the scanning beams.
• Alignment is affected if the height is reduced.

EXAMPLE

Ce médicament 
est généralement 
pris au besoin 
contre les douleurs 
ou la fièvre, sauf en 
cas d'arthrose ou 
d'autres troubles 
chroniques. Il est 
alors généralement 

Ce médicament 
est généralement 
pris au besoin 
contre les douleurs 
ou la fièvre, sauf en 
cas d'arthrose ou 
d'autres troubles 
chroniques. Il est 
alors généralement 

Ce médicament est généralement pris au besoin contre les douleurs ou la fièvre, 
sauf en cas d'arthrose ou d'autres troubles chroniques. Il est alors généralement 
pris de façon régulière afin d'assurer le soulagement des douleurs. Dans ces cas, si 
une dose du médicament est oubliée, elle peut être prise dans l'heure qui suit le 
moment prévu, dès que l'oubli est constaté. S'il est presque temps de votre 
prochaine dose, ne vous souciez pas de la dose omise et reprenez le schéma 
posologique usuel. N'utilisez pas une double dose pour compenser l'omission d'une 
dose. Si vous hésitez sur la conduite à tenir après avoir omis une dose, demandez 
conseil à votre médecin ou à un pharmacien.

Not detected because the 
maximum recommended 
truncation was exceeded

Detected because no 
truncation was applied

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Create UPC barcodes with magnifications based on the nominal (or 100%) size 
of 1.020” X 1.469”.

Don’t:
 O Reduce bars to a height of less than ½” tall.

TIPS 
See Appendix 07 UPC A Barcode Size Standards/EAN 13 Barcode Size Standards.
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11.5 | Barcode

Respect clear zones around the barcode  
symbol
RISK
Barcodes may be unreadable causing the decoding to be invalid.

ISSUE
Clear zone violations can result in the barcode not being read, with loss of data 
leading to potentially disastrous effects on product and brand integrity. 

EXAMPLE

Ce médicament est généralement pris au besoin 
contre les douleurs ou la fièvre, sauf en cas d'arthrose ou d'autres troubles 
chroniques. Il est alors généralement pris de façon régulière afin d'assurer le 
soulagement des douleurs. Dans ces cas, si une dose du médicament est oubliée, 
elle peut être prise dans l'heure qui suit le moment prévu, dès que l'oubli est 
constaté. S'il est presque temps de votre prochaine dose, ne vous souciez pas de 
la dose omise et reprenez le schéma posologique usuel. N'utilisez pas une double 
dose pour compenser l'omission d'une dose. Si vous hésitez sur la conduite à tenir 
après avoir omis une dose, demandez conseil à votre médecin ou à un 
pharmacien.

Ce médicament est généralement pris au besoin contre les douleurs ou la fièvre, 
sauf en cas d'arthrose ou d'autres troubles chroniques. Il est alors généralement 
pris de façon régulière afin d'assurer le soulagement des douleurs. Dans ces cas, si 
une dose du médicament est oubliée, elle peut être prise dans l'heure qui suit le 
moment prévu, dès que l'oubli est constaté. S'il est presque temps de votre 
prochaine dose, ne vous souciez pas de la dose omise et reprenez le schéma 
posologique usuel. N'utilisez pas une double dose pour compenser l'omission d'une 
dose. Si vous hésitez sur la conduite à tenir après avoir omis une dose, demandez 
conseil à votre médecin ou à un pharmacien.

Not detected because
of clear-zone violation

Detected because minimum 
clear-zone spacing 
requirements are met

7 806723 188635

7 806723 188635

SOLUTION
Do:

 P Ensure the minimal clear zone for linear barcodes is 10 times the width of the 
narrowest bar or 0.25 inches, whichever is greater.

 P Ensure the minimal clear zone for QR barcodes is five times the size of the 
module (the size of one of the black squares within the code).

 P Ensure the minimal clear zone for Datamatrix barcodes is two times the size of 
the module.

Don’t:
 O Cover the barcode with text or artwork.

TIPS 
See Appendix 07 UPC A Barcode Size Standards/EAN 13 Barcode Size Standards.
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In Closing
We started this guide with the simple premise that the closing page would serve as 
a mere placeholder. One-hundred-plus pages later, here we are. 

Unavoidably, there are best practices that have yet to be encountered. Such is 
the nature of an industry characterized by application updates, new tools that are 
constantly being released, and technological advances in general.

It’s ironic because, the more our quality control capabilities change and improve, 
so too does that desire for consistency across the board. Consistency is what 
defines the best practices that we strive to meet. Consistency is our common 
thread that links together the sections covered in this book:

• Standardization
• PDF Creation
• Text Formatting
• Unicode Standard
• Fonts
• Symbols and Special Characters
• Reading Order
• Tables
• Right-to-Left Languages
• Braille
• Barcode

Additions are always in the works. Editions to come should only be seen as signs of 
progress, each presumably comprising new and meaningful contributions made 
by readers like you.

Much like with the software that serves as the basis for this guide, it’s about looking 
at the big picture. Whereas manual proofreading forces you to check word 
by word, automated quality control foregoes the lengthy process by efficiently 
inspecting entire files all at once. 

Big picture: We’re all in this together. 

Help grow our community and set industry standards. Share this guide with your 
colleagues and feel free to send us any feedback you might have that could 
shape future editions. 

 
 
You can always find us here:
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/global-vision-inc-
Twitter: www.twitter.com/globalvisioninc
Facebook: www.facebook.com/globalvisionqc
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Appendices
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Appendix 01
PDF Compatibility Levels

Adobe
Acrobat 4.0 
(PDF 1.3)

Adobe 
Acrobat 5.0 
(PDF 1.4)

Adobe 
Acrobat 6.0 
(PDF 1.5)

Adobe 
Acrobat 7.0 
(PDF 1.6), and 
Acrobat 8 and
Acrobat 9 
(PDF 1.7)

PDFs can be opened 
with Acrobat 3.0 and
Acrobat Reader 3.0 
and later.

PDFs can be opened 
with Acrobat 3.0 and
Acrobat Reader 3.0 
and later. However, 
features specific to 
later versions are 
sometimes lost or not 
viewable.

Most PDFs can 
be opened with 
Acrobat 4.0 and 
Acrobat Reader 4.0 
and later. However, 
features specific to 
later versions are 
sometimes lost or not 
viewable.

Most PDFs can 
be opened with 
Acrobat 4.0 and 
Acrobat Reader 4.0 
and later. However, 
features specific to 
later versions are 
sometimes lost or not 
viewable.

Cannot contain 
artwork that uses live 
transparency effects. 
Any transparency 
must be flattened 
before converting to 
PDF 1.3.

Supports the use of 
live transparency 
in artwork 
(Acrobat Distiller 
feature flattens 
transparency).

Supports the use of 
live transparency
in artwork 
(Acrobat Distiller 
feature flattens 
transparency).

Supports the use of 
live transparency 
in artwork 
(Acrobat Distiller 
feature flattens 
transparency).

Layers are not 
supported.

Layers are not 
supported.

Preserves layers 
when creating PDFs 
from applications 
that support 
the generation 
of layered PDF 
documents, such as 
Adobe Illustrator CS 
and later or Adobe 
InDesign CS and 
later.

Preserves layers 
when creating PDFs 
from applications 
that support 
the generation 
of layered PDF 
documents, such as 
Adobe Illustrator CS 
and later or Adobe 
InDesign CS and 
later.

Multi-byte fonts 
can be embedded 
(Acrobat Distiller 
converts the fonts 
when embedding).

Multi-byte fonts can 
be embedded.

Multi-byte fonts can 
be embedded.

Multi-byte fonts can 
be embedded.

40-bit RC4 security 
supported.

128-bit RC4 security 
supported.

128-bit RC4 security 
supported.

128-bit RC4 and 128-
bit AES (Advanced 
Encryption Standard) 
security supported.
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Appendix 02
PDF/X Comparison

Reference Description Features

PDF/X-1a Based on PDF 1.3 • CMYK-only blind 
exchange.

• RGB prohibited.
• Can contain spot 

colors, gray, patterns.
• No live transparency.

PDF/X-2 Superset of PDF/X-3 • Open exchange.
• OPI-like workflow: allows 

for linked or external 
files; proxy images for 
"thin"  PDF.

PDF/X-3 Superset of PDF/X-1a • Allows color-managed 
data.

• ICC-profiled RGB, 
LAB files.

• Like PDF/ X-1a, no 
restriction on image 
resolution.

PDF/X-4
PDF/X-5

Based on PDF 1.6 • Allows layers 
and transparency.

• OpenType font 
embedding.

• Use of 16-bit images.
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Appendix 03
List of Supported Scripts 

Script Language
Arabic Arabic

Arabic Azerbaijani

Arabic Baluchi

Arabic Beja

Arabic Balti

Arabic Western Cham

Arabic Sorani Kurdish

Arabic Dogri

Arabic Jola-Fonyi

Arabic Persian

Arabic Gbaya

Arabic Hausa

Arabic Kashmiri

Arabic Kurdish

Arabic Kirghiz

Arabic Lahnda

Arabic Laki

Arabic Parsi-Dari

Arabic Pashto

Arabic Sindhi

Arabic Southern Kurdish

Arabic Tachelhit

Arabic Comorian

Arabic Tajik

Arabic Turkmen

Arabic Uighur

Arabic Urdu

Arabic Uzbek

Arabic Zaza

Arabic Eastern Cham

Arabic Indonesian

Arabic Ingush

Arabic Kazakh

Arabic Malay

Arabic Punjabi

Arabic Somali

Arabic Susu

Arabic Turkish

Arabic Wolof

Arabic Coptic

Armenian Armenian

See next >

Script Language
Avestan Avestan

Balinese Balinese

Bamum Bamun

Batak Batak Toba

Batak Batak

Bengali Assamese

Bengali Bengali

Bengali Chakma

Bengali Garo

Bengali Lushai

Bengali Manipuri

Bengali Riang (Myanmar)

Bengali Sylheti

Bengali Mundari

Bengali Munda

Bengali Khasi

Bengali Santali

Blissymbols Blissymbols

Bopomofo Chinese

Brahmi Prakrit Language

Buginese Buginese

Buginese Makasar

Buginese Mandar

Buhid Buhid

Carian Carian

Chakma Chakma

Cham Eastern Cham

Cham Western Cham

Cherokee Cherokee

Coptic Coptic

Cypriot Ancient Greek

Cyrillic Abkhazian

Cyrillic Abaza

Cyrillic Adyghe

Cyrillic Assyrian Neo-
Aramaic

Cyrillic Southern Altai

Cyrillic Avaric

Cyrillic Azerbaijani

Cyrillic Bashkir

Cyrillic Belarusian

Cyrillic Bulgarian

Cyrillic Buriat

Cyrillic Russia Buriat

Cyrillic Chechen

See next >
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Script Language
Cyrillic Mari

Cyrillic Shor

Cyrillic Chukot

Cyrillic Crimean Turkish

Cyrillic Chuvash

Cyrillic Dargwa

Cyrillic Dungan

Cyrillic Evenki

Cyrillic Nanai

Cyrillic Ingush

Cyrillic Kara-Kalpak

Cyrillic Kabardian

Cyrillic Khanty

Cyrillic Khakas

Cyrillic Kazakh

Cyrillic Komi-Permyak

Cyrillic Komi-Zyrian

Cyrillic Koryak

Cyrillic Karachay-Balkar

Cyrillic Karelian

Cyrillic Kurdish

Cyrillic Kumyk

Cyrillic Komi

Cyrillic Kirghiz

Cyrillic Lak

Cyrillic Lezghian

Cyrillic Moksha

Cyrillic Macedonian

Cyrillic Mongolian

Cyrillic Mansi

Cyrillic Erzya

Cyrillic Nogai

Cyrillic Ossetic

Cyrillic Romany

Cyrillic Russian

Cyrillic Sakha

Cyrillic Serbian

Cyrillic Tabassaran

Cyrillic Tajik

Cyrillic Turkmen

Cyrillic Tatar

Cyrillic Muslim Tat

Cyrillic Tuvinian

Cyrillic Udihe

Cyrillic Udmurt

See next >

Script Language
Cyrillic Ukrainian

Cyrillic Uzbek

Cyrillic Kalmyk

Cyrillic Nenets

Cyrillic Gagauz

Cyrillic Romanian

Cyrillic Northern Sami

Cyrillic Selkup

Cyrillic Altaic Language

Cyrillic Uighur

Deseret English

Devanagari Angika

Devanagari Awadhi

Devanagari Bagheli

Devanagari Bhili

Devanagari Bhojpuri

Devanagari Kanauji

Devanagari Braj

Devanagari Bodo

Devanagari Bateri

Devanagari Garhwali

Devanagari Gondi

Devanagari Hindi

Devanagari Chhattisgarhi

Devanagari Ho

Devanagari Hadothi

Devanagari Kachchi

Devanagari Konkani

Devanagari Kurukh

Devanagari Kashmiri

Devanagari Limbu

Devanagari Magahi

Devanagari Maithili

Devanagari Marathi

Devanagari Marwari

Devanagari Nepali

Devanagari Newari

Devanagari Sindhi

Devanagari Mundari

Devanagari Munda

Devanagari Sherpa

Devanagari Bihari

Devanagari Santali

Devanagari Pali

Devanagari Sanskrit

See next >
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Script Language
Egyptian hieroglyphs Ancient Egyptian

Ethiopic Amharic

Ethiopic Blin

Ethiopic Saho

Ethiopic Tigrinya

Ethiopic Tigre

Ethiopic Walamo

Ethiopic Oromo

Ethiopic Geez

Fraser Lisu

Georgian Georgian

Glagolitic Church Slavic

Gothic Gothic

Greek Greek

Greek Coptic

Greek Ancient Greek

Gujarati Gujarati

Gurmukhi Punjabi

Han Vietnamese

Hangul Unknown Language

Hanunoo Hanunoo

Hebrew Hebrew

Hebrew Judeo-Persian

Hebrew Judeo-Arabic

Hebrew Ladino

Hebrew Yiddish

Hebrew Samaritan Aramaic

Imperial Aramaic Aramaic

Inherited Unknown Language

Inscriptional Pahlavi Pahlavi

Inscriptional Parthian Parthian

Japanese Japanese

Javanese Javanese

Kaithi Bihari

Kannada Kannada

Kannada Tulu

Katakana Ainu

Kayah Li Eastern Kayah

Kayah Li Western Kayah

Kharoshthi Prakrit Language

Khmer Khmer

Korean Korean

Lanna Northern Thai

Lao Lao

Latin Afar

See next >

Script Language
Latin Achinese

Latin Acoli

Latin Adangme

Latin Afrikaans

Latin Aghem

Latin Akan

Latin Aleut

Latin Amo

Latin Aragonese

Latin Araucanian

Latin Arapaho

Latin Asu

Latin Asturian

Latin Aymara

Latin Azerbaijani

Latin Baluchi

Latin Balinese

Latin Basaa

Latin Batak Toba

Latin Bemba

Latin Bena

Latin Bislama

Latin Bikol

Latin Bini

Latin Buhid

Latin Siksika

Latin Bambara

Latin Begbere-Ejar

Latin Breton

Latin Bosnian

Latin Bushi

Latin Buginese

Latin Batak

Latin Catalan

Latin Caddo

Latin Carib

Latin Cayuga

Latin Atsam

Latin Cebuano

Latin Chiga

Latin Chamorro

Latin Chuukese

Latin Mari

Latin Choctaw

Latin Chipewyan

See next >
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Script Language
Latin Cherokee

Latin Cheyenne

Latin Corsican

Latin Cree

Latin Czech

Latin Welsh

Latin Danish

Latin Dakota

Latin Taita

Latin German

Latin Delaware

Latin Slave

Latin Dogrib

Latin Dinka

Latin Zarma

Latin Lower Sorbian

Latin Duala

Latin Dyula

Latin Embu

Latin Ewe

Latin Efik

Latin Ekajuk

Latin English

Latin Spanish

Latin Estonian

Latin Basque

Latin Ewondo

Latin Fang

Latin Fanti

Latin Fulah

Latin Finnish

Latin Filipino

Latin Fijian

Latin Faroese

Latin Fon

Latin French

Latin Northern Frisian

Latin Eastern Frisian

Latin Friulian

Latin Western Frisian

Latin Irish

Latin Ga

Latin Gagauz

Latin Gayo

Latin Guianese Creole 
French

See next >

Script Language
Latin Scottish 

Gaelic

Latin Gilbertese

Latin Galician

Latin Guarani

Latin Gorontalo

Latin Grebo

Latin Swiss German

Latin Gusii

Latin Manx

Latin Gwichʼin
Latin Hausa

Latin Haida

Latin Hawaiian

Latin Hiligaynon

Latin Hmong

Latin Hanunoo

Latin Hiri Motu

Latin Hopi

Latin Croatian

Latin Upper Sorbian

Latin Haitian

Latin Hungarian

Latin Hupa

Latin Herero

Latin Iban

Latin Ibibio

Latin Indonesian

Latin Igbo

Latin Inupiaq

Latin Iloko

Latin Icelandic

Latin Italian

Latin Machame

Latin Javanese

Latin Kabyle

Latin Jju

Latin Kamba

Latin Tyap

Latin Makonde

Latin Kabuverdianu

Latin Koro

Latin Kongo

Latin Khasi

Latin Koyra Chiini

Latin Kikuyu

See next >
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Script Language
Latin Kuanyama

Latin Kalaallisut

Latin Kalenjin

Latin Kimbundu

Latin Northern Kurdish

Latin Kosraean

Latin Kpelle

Latin Kanuri

Latin Krio

Latin Karelian

Latin Shambala

Latin Bafia

Latin Colognian

Latin Kurdish

Latin Kutenai

Latin Komi

Latin Cornish

Latin Langi

Latin Lamba

Latin Luxembourgish

Latin Ganda

Latin Limburgish

Latin Lingala

Latin Mongo

Latin Lozi

Latin Lithuanian

Latin Luba-Katanga

Latin Luba-Lulua

Latin Luiseno

Latin Lunda

Latin Luo

Latin Luyia

Latin Latvian

Latin Madurese

Latin Makasar

Latin Mandingo

Latin Masai

Latin Maguindanaon

Latin Mandar

Latin Mende

Latin Meru

Latin Morisyen

Latin Malagasy

Latin Makhuwa-Meetto

Latin Marshallese

See next >

Script Language
Latin Maori

Latin Micmac

Latin Minangkabau

Latin Mohawk

Latin Mossi

Latin Malay

Latin Maltese

Latin Mundang

Latin Creek

Latin Mirandese

Latin Nauru

Latin Neapolitan

Latin Nama

Latin Norwegian Bokmål

Latin North Ndebele

Latin Low German

Latin Ndonga

Latin Nias

Latin Niuean

Latin Dutch

Latin Kwasio

Latin Norwegian Nynorsk

Latin Norwegian

Latin South Ndebele

Latin Northern Sotho

Latin Nuer

Latin Navajo

Latin Nyanja

Latin Nyamwezi

Latin Nyankole

Latin Nyoro

Latin Nzima

Latin Occitan

Latin Oromo

Latin Ossetic

Latin Osage

Latin Pangasinan

Latin Pampanga

Latin Papiamento

Latin Palauan

Latin Polish

Latin Pohnpeian

Latin Portuguese

Latin Quechua

Latin Rajasthani

See next >
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Script Language
Latin Rapanui

Latin Rarotongan

Latin Réunion Creole 
French

Latin Romansh

Latin Rundi

Latin Romanian

Latin Rombo

Latin Romany

Latin Aromanian

Latin Kinyarwanda

Latin Rwa

Latin Sandawe

Latin Samburu

Latin Sasak

Latin Santali

Latin Sangu

Latin Sardinian

Latin Sicilian

Latin Scots

Latin Northern Sami

Latin Seneca

Latin Sena

Latin Koyraboro Senni

Latin Sango

Latin Serbo-Croatian

Latin Sidamo

Latin Slovak

Latin Slovenian

Latin Samoan

Latin Southern Sami

Latin Lule Sami

Latin Inari Sami

Latin Skolt Sami

Latin Shona

Latin Soninke

Latin Somali

Latin Albanian

Latin Serbian

Latin Sranan Tongo

Latin Serer

Latin Swati

Latin Southern Sotho

Latin Sundanese

Latin Sukuma

Latin Susu

See next >

Script Language
Meitei Mayek Manipuri

Meroitic Unknown Language

Meroitic Cursive Unknown Language

Mongolian Mongolian

Mongolian Manchu

Myanmar Kachin

Myanmar Khamti

Myanmar Mon

Myanmar Burmese

Myanmar Shan

N’Ko Eastern Maninkakan

N’Ko N’Ko

Naxi Geba Naxi

New Tai Lue Lü

Ogham Old Irish

Ol Chiki Santali

Old Italic Etruscan

Old Italic Oscan

Old Italic Umbrian

Old Persian Old Persian

Old South Arabian Sabaean

Oriya Oriya

Oriya Santali

Orkhon Old Turkish

Osmanya Somali

Pahawh Hmong Hmong

Phags-pa Mongolian

Phags-pa Chinese

Phoenician Phoenician

Pollard Phonetic Unknown Language

Qaac Unknown Language

Rejang Rejang

Runic German

Samaritan Samaritan Aramaic

Saurashtra Saurashtra

Shavian English

Shrd Unknown Language

Simplified Cantonese

Simplified Chinese

Simplified Zhuang

Sinhala Sinhala

Sinhala Pali

Sinhala Sanskrit

Sora Unknown Language

Sumero-Akkadian 
Cuneiform

Akkadian

See next >
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Script Language
Latin Swedish

Latin Swahili

Latin Congo Swahili

Latin Tagbanwa

Latin Timne

Latin Teso

Latin Tereno

Latin Tetum

Latin Tajik

Latin Tiv

Latin Turkmen

Latin Tokelau

Latin Tagalog

Latin Tlingit

Latin Tamashek

Latin Tswana

Latin Tongan

Latin Nyasa Tonga

Latin Tok Pisin

Latin Turkish

Latin Turoyo

Latin Taroko

Latin Tsonga

Latin Tausug

Latin Tsimshian

Latin Tumbuka

Latin Tuvalu

Latin Twi

Latin Tasawaq

Latin Tahitian

Latin Central Morocco 
Tamazight

Latin Ulithian

Latin Umbundu

Latin Uzbek

Latin Venda

Latin Vietnamese

Latin Vunjo

Latin Walloon

Latin Walser

Latin Waray

Latin Washo

Latin Wolof

Latin Xhosa

Latin Soga

Latin Yao

See next >

Script Language
Latin Yapese

Latin Yangben

Latin Yoruba

Latin Zhuang

Latin Zapotec

Latin Zulu

Latin Zuni

Latin Ainu

Latin Arawak

Latin Chinook Jargon

Latin English-based Creole 
or Pidgin

Latin Kashubian

Latin Jola-Fonyi

Latin Finno-Ugrian 
Language

Latin Sichuan Yi

Latin Ingush

Latin Inuktitut

Latin Kirghiz

Latin Lushootseed

Latin Ojibwa

Latin Prussian

Latin Sami Language

Latin Songhai

Latin Comorian

Latin Udmurt

Latin Uighur

Latin Vai

Latin Votic

Latin Esperanto

Latin Latin

Latin Etruscan

Latin Interlingua

Latin Oscan

Latin Old Irish

Latin Volapük

Latin Umbrian

Latin Lepcha

Limbu Limbu

Linear A Linear A

Linear B Ancient Greek

Lycian Lycian

Lydian Lydian

Malayalam Malayalam

Mandaean Classical Mandaic

See next >
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Script Language
Sundanese Sundanese

Syloti Nagri Sylheti

Syriac Assyrian Neo-
Aramaic

Syriac Arabic

Syriac Syriac

Syriac Turoyo

Tagalog Filipino

Tagbanwa Tagbanwa

Tai Le Tai Nüa

Tai Viet Tai Dam

Takr Unknown Language

Tamil Badaga

Tamil Tamil

Telugu Gondi

Telugu Lambadi

Telugu Telugu

Thaana Divehi

Thai Kuy

Thai Western Lawa

Thai Eastern Lawa

Thai Thai

Thai Northeastern Thai

Thai Pali

Tibetan Tibetan

Tibetan Dzongkha

Tibetan Balti

Tifinagh Central Morocco 
Tamazight

Tifinagh Tachelhit

Tifinagh Zenaga

Traditional Chinese

Ugaritic Ugaritic

Unified Canadian 
Aboriginal Syllabics

Cree

Unified Canadian 
Aboriginal Syllabics

Plains Cree

Unified Canadian 
Aboriginal Syllabics

Woods Cree

Unified Canadian 
Aboriginal Syllabics

Inuktitut

Unified Canadian 
Aboriginal Syllabics

Ojibwa

Unified Canadian 
Aboriginal Syllabics

Chipewyan

Unified Canadian 
Aboriginal Syllabics

Slave

Vai Vai

Varang Kshiti Ho

Yi Sichuan Yi
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Appendix 04
Asset Inventory Form 

Operating
System Softwares Installation

Date
Current
Version

Number of 
Licences

Company
Departments

Microsoft 
Windows

Windows XP

Administration, 
Regulatory, 

Support,
Development,

Training,
Marketing

Windows Vista

Windows 7 

Windows 8

Microsoft Office

Microsoft Access

Microsoft 
Visual Basic

C++

JAVA

Widget

Visual Fortran

ASP.Net

Microsoft Visual 
C++

Microsoft Visual 
J++

Microsoft SQL 
Server

Windows Server 
2003

Globalscape
CuteFTP

Apple QuickTime

Adobe Acrobat

Microsoft Office 
Accounting

FileMaker

Adobe CS 
Premium

Adobe CS Design
& Web Premium

Adobe CS Design 
Standard

TechSmith 
Camtasia

Norton Antivirus
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Operating
System Softwares Installation

Date
Current
Version

Number of 
Licences

Company
Departments

Mac OSX

Mac OSX 10.6

Design And 
Graphics,

Packaging,
Productions,

Support,
Development,

Marketing

Mac OSX 10.7

Apple iWork

Adobe CS Design
& Web Premium

Adobe CS Design 
Standard

Adobe CS 
Production

Microsoft Office

Smith Micro StuffIt

Extensis Suitcase 
Fusion 7

Norton 360

FileMaker

Apple QuickTime

Quark 
QuarkXPress

Adobe Acrobat

Apple Final Cut 
Studio

Apple Logic Pro

Apple Disk Utility

Linux
Dell VMware

Support,
DevelopmentOracle
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Appendix 05

Differences Between OpenType Font Varieties
Most fonts are available in the OpenType format. You may have noticed there are various 
OpenType configurations. The differences between each are reflected in the amount of 
language support and font features offered. Which one is right for you? Let’s look at each 

format: 

OpenType Std (Standard) 
This is the most “basic” of OpenType formats. Fonts in the OpenType Std category contain 
an extended Latin character set, which supports 21 languages (Afrikaans, Basque, Breton, 
Catalan, Danish, Dutch, English, Finnish, French, Gaelic [Irish, Scots], German, Icelandic, 
Indonesian, Irish, Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese, Saami [Southern], Spanish, Swahili, and 
Swedish). In some cases, additional non-Latin languages and typographical character 
variants may be included in these fonts. 

Please note that while most OpenType STD fonts will support these languages, coverage may 
vary. It is best to double-check that the language you intend to use is supported, regardless 
of format designation. 

OpenType Pro 
The OpenType Pro category contains all the language support found in the OpenType Std 
format and includes additional characters that support Central European and other Latin-
based written languages (Afrikaans, Basque, Breton, Catalan, Croatian, Czech, Danish, 
Dutch, English, Estonian, Finnish, French, Gaelic [Irish, Scots], German, Hungarian, Icelandic, 
Indonesian, Irish, Italian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Saami 
[Southern], Serbian, Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, and Turkish). 

OpenType Com 
OpenType Com fonts are ideal for use in international communications. Included is the 
Linotype Extended European Character set (LEEC), which has a minimum of 387 characters 
and guarantees that 56 languages can be supported by every OpenType Com font 
(Afrikaans, Albanian, Basque, Bosnian, Breton, Catalan, Cornish, Croatian, Czech, Danish, 
Dutch, English, Estonian, Faroese, Finnish, French, Frisian, Friulian, Gaelic [Irish, Scots], Gagauz 
[Latin], Galician, German, Hungarian, Icelandic, Indonesian, Irish, Italian, Karelian, Ladin, 
Latvian, Lithuanian, Maltese, Moldavian [Latin], Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Rhaeto-
Romanic, Romanian, Saami [Southern], Serbian, Slovak, Slovenian, Sorbian, Spanish, Swahili, 
Swedish, Turkish, and Turkmen [Latin]).

OpenType W1G Fonts (WGL4) 
OpenType W1G (also known as WGL4) fonts have an extended character set that supports 
many languages based on the Latin alphabet, as well as several languages based on the 
Cyrillic alphabet and monotonic Greek. Drawing from more than 600 characters, OpenType 
W1G (WGL4) includes support for at least 89 languages: Latin: Afrikaans, Albanian, Alsatian, 
Arumanian, Asturian, Basque, Bosnian, Breton, Catalan, Cebuano, Chichewa, Cornish, 
Corsican, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Esperanto, Estonian, Faroese, Filipino, 
Finnish, French, Frisian, Friulian, Gaelic, Gagauz (Latin), Galician, German, Greenlandic, 
Hungarian, Icelandic, Indonesian, Irish, Italian, Karelian, Ladin, Latin (Lingua Latina), Latvian, 
Lithuanian, Luba, Maltese, Moldavian (Latin), Norwegian, Occitan, Polish, Portuguese, 
Rheto-Romance, Romanian, Sámi (Lule), Sámi (Northern), Sámi (Southern), Serbian, Slovak, 
Slovenian, Sorbian, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Turkish, Turkmen (Latin), Vepsian, Welsh, Wolof, 
and Zulu. Cyrillic: Agul, Avar, Balkar, Belarusian, Bulgarian, Chechen, Erzya, Gagauz, Ingush, 
Karachay, Khvarshi, Komi, Komi-Permyak, Lezgian, Macedonian, Moldavian, Nenets Tundra, 
Ossetian, Russian, Rutul, Serbian, and Ukrainian.
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Appendix 06

Braille Cell Dimensions
Marburg Medium Braille has been specifically designed for use on pharmaceutical 
packaging. There are other standards that have been created for specific applications.
The table below contains a summary of the different Braille dimensions used in the major 
Braille-producing countries and for specific applications. Marburg Medium is the only one 
recommended for pharmaceutical packaging.

Horiz. 
Dot 
to Dot 
(mm)

Vertical 
Dot 
to Dot 
(mm)

Cell 
to Cell 
(mm)

Line 
to Line 
(mm)

Dot 
Base 
Diam. 
(mm)

Dot 
Height 
(mm)

American Library of Congress 2.5 2.5 6.25 10.0 0.5

American National Library for 
the Blind

2.28 2.28 6.09 10.16 0.5

American Standard Sign 2.3 - 2.5 2.3 - 2.5 6.1 - 7.6 10.0 
-10.1

1.5 - 1.6 0.6 - 0.9

Australia Sign 2.29 - 
2.50

2.29 - 
2.54

6.00 - 
6.10

10.16 - 
10.41

1.40 - 
1.50

0.46 - 
0.53

Californian Sign 2.54 2.54 5.08 0.64

ECMA Euro Braille 2.5 2.5 6.0 10.0 1.3 0.5

Electronic Braille 2.4 2.4 6.4 0.8

English Interline (alternate 
print and Braille lines)

2.29 2.54 6.00 12.70 1.4 - 1.5 0.46

English Interpoint (Braille on 
both sides of the paper)

2.29 2.54 6.00 10.41 1.4 - 1.5 0.46

English Giant Dot 3.25 3.25 9.78 17.02 1.9 0.81

Enlarged American 2.54 2.54 7.24 12.70

Enhanced Line Spacing 2.29 2.29 6.1 15.24

French 2.5 - 2.6 2.5 - 2.6 >10 1.2 0.8 - 1.0

German 2.5 2.5 6.0 10.0 1.3 - 1.6 ≥0.5

International Building 
Standard

2.5 2.5 6.1 - 7.6 10.0 - 
10.1

1.5 - 1.6 0.6 - 0.9

Italian 2.2 - 2.5 2.2 - 2.5 1.0 0.5

Japanese 2.13 2.37 5.4 13.91 1.43 0.5

Jumbo American 2.92 2.92 8.76 12.70 1.7 0.53

Korean 2.0 2.0 5.0 6.0 1.5 0.6

Latvian 2.5 2.5 5 10.0 1.6 0.45

Marburg Medium 2.5 2.5 6.0 10.0 1.3 - 1.6

Marburg Large 2.7 2.7 6.6 10.8 1.5 - 1.8

Portuguese 2.29 2.54 6.0 10.41 1.4

Small English 2.03 2.03 5.38 8.46 1.4 - 1.5 0.33

Spanish 2.5 2.5 6.0 10.0 1.2

Standard American 2.34 2.34 6.22 10.16 1.45 0.48

Swedish 2.5 2.5 6.0 10 1 0.25
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Appendix 07

UPC A Barcode Size Standards

Minimum Clear Zone

Recommended Clear Zone

Barcodes may be truncated to a reduced height. We do not recommend less than .5” high. 
The width should remain as shown in the “recommended clear zone” and never be less than 
the “minimum clear zone”.

1.5" 1.5"

100% UPC A
MINIMUM CLEAR ZONE

(1.5”w x 1.06”h)
100% UPC A

MINIMUM CLEAR ZONE &
MAXIMUM TRUNCATION*

(1.5”w x .5”h)

80% UPC A
MINIMUM CLEAR ZONE &
MAXIMUM TRUNCATION*

(1.2”w x .5”h)

80% UPC A
 MINIMUM CLEAR ZONE

(1.2”w x .85”h)

1.2" 1.2"

1.675"

100% UPC A
RECOMMENDED CLEAR ZONE &

MAXIMUM TRUNCATION*
(1.5”w x .5”h)

80% UPC A
RECOMMENDED CLEAR ZONE &

MAXIMUM TRUNCATION*
(1.2”w x .5”h)

1.375"

100% UPC A
RECOMMENDED CLEAR ZONE 

(1.675”w x 1.06”h)

80% UPC A
RECOMMENDED CLEAR ZONE 

(1.375”w x .85”h)

1.375"

1.675"

1.5" 1.5"

100% UPC A
MINIMUM CLEAR ZONE

(1.5”w x 1.06”h)
100% UPC A

MINIMUM CLEAR ZONE &
MAXIMUM TRUNCATION*

(1.5”w x .5”h)

80% UPC A
MINIMUM CLEAR ZONE &
MAXIMUM TRUNCATION*

(1.2”w x .5”h)

80% UPC A
 MINIMUM CLEAR ZONE

(1.2”w x .85”h)

1.2" 1.2"

1.675"

100% UPC A
RECOMMENDED CLEAR ZONE &

MAXIMUM TRUNCATION*
(1.5”w x .5”h)

80% UPC A
RECOMMENDED CLEAR ZONE &

MAXIMUM TRUNCATION*
(1.2”w x .5”h)

1.375"

100% UPC A
RECOMMENDED CLEAR ZONE 

(1.675”w x 1.06”h)

80% UPC A
RECOMMENDED CLEAR ZONE 

(1.375”w x .85”h)

1.375"

1.675"
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EAN 13 Barcode Size Standards

Minimum Clear Zone

Recommended Clear Zone

1.5" 1.5"

100% EAN13
MINIMUM CLEAR ZONE

(1.5”w x 1.06”h)
100% EAN13

MINIMUM CLEAR ZONE &
MAXIMUM TRUNCATION*

(1.5”w x .5”h)

80% EAN13
MINIMUM CLEAR ZONE &
MAXIMUM TRUNCATION*

(1.2”w x .5”h)

80% EAN13
 MINIMUM CLEAR ZONE

(1.2”w x .85”h)

1.2" 1.2"

1.675"

100% EAN13
RECOMMENDED CLEAR ZONE &

MAXIMUM TRUNCATION*
(1.5”w x .5”h)

80% EAN13
RECOMMENDED CLEAR ZONE &

MAXIMUM TRUNCATION*
(1.2”w x .5”h)

1.375"

100% EAN13
RECOMMENDED CLEAR ZONE 

(1.675”w x 1.06”h)

80% EAN13
RECOMMENDED CLEAR ZONE 

(1.375”w x .85”h)

1.375"

1.675"

1.5" 1.5"

100% EAN13
MINIMUM CLEAR ZONE

(1.5”w x 1.06”h)
100% EAN13

MINIMUM CLEAR ZONE &
MAXIMUM TRUNCATION*

(1.5”w x .5”h)

80% EAN13
MINIMUM CLEAR ZONE &
MAXIMUM TRUNCATION*

(1.2”w x .5”h)

80% EAN13
 MINIMUM CLEAR ZONE

(1.2”w x .85”h)

1.2" 1.2"

1.675"

100% EAN13
RECOMMENDED CLEAR ZONE &

MAXIMUM TRUNCATION*
(1.5”w x .5”h)

80% EAN13
RECOMMENDED CLEAR ZONE &

MAXIMUM TRUNCATION*
(1.2”w x .5”h)

1.375"

100% EAN13
RECOMMENDED CLEAR ZONE 

(1.675”w x 1.06”h)

80% EAN13
RECOMMENDED CLEAR ZONE 

(1.375”w x .85”h)

1.375"

1.675"
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Appendix 08

Color Selection for Barcode Symbols

Scannable Color Combinations

Non-Scannable Color Combinations
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Glossary
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Glossary

Bitmap
In computer graphics, a bitmap or pixmap is a type of memory organization or 
image file format used to store digital images.

Bitmap Fonts
A bitmap font is one that stores each glyph as an array of pixels (that is, a bitmap). 
It is less commonly known as a raster font. Bitmap fonts are simply collections 
of raster images of glyphs. For each variant of the font, there is a complete set 
of glyph images, with each set containing an image for each character. For 
example, if a font has three sizes, and any combination of bold and italic, then 
there must be 12 complete sets of images.
 
Collect for Output
This process assembles together all images, fonts, and all other source files.
 
Drop Shadow
In computer graphics, a drop shadow is a visual effect consisting of a drawing that 
looks like the shadow of an object, giving the impression that the object is raised 
above the object behind it.
 
Flattener
Flattener is also known as Transparency Flattener. See Transparency Flattener.

Flattening
Flattening may be necessary when you print or when you save or export to other 
formats that don’t support transparency. To retain transparency without flattening 
when you create PDF files, save your file as Adobe PDF 1.4 (Acrobat 5.0) or later. 
You can specify flattening settings and then save and apply them as transparency 
flattener presets.

Font Book
Apple’s Font Book is a font manager that has come with Mac OS X since version 
10.3.

Font Substitution
Font substitution is the process of using one font in place of another when the 
intended font either is not available or does not contain glyphs for the required 
characters. When font substitution is being used to find a replacement for an 
unavailable character, it can lead to an inconsistent visual appearance with 
part of a word or sentence displayed in one font and another displayed in the 
substituted font.
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Flowing
Placing text starting in one frame and continuing to additional frames.
 
Glyph
A glyph is an element of writing: an individual mark on a written medium that 
contributes to the meaning of what is written.

Outline Fonts
Outline fonts or vector fonts are collections of vector images, i.e. a set of lines 
and curves to define the border of glyphs. Vector fonts were used by vector 
monitors and vector plotters using their own internal fonts, usually with thin single 
strokes instead of thick outlined glyphs. In computer graphics, the outlined text is a 
conversion from live text to vector text.

Program Filter Shadow
The program filter shadow is a visual effect consisting of a drawing that looks like 
the shadow of an object, giving the impression that the object is raised above the 
object behind it.

PPD
PostScript Printer Description (PPD) files are created by vendors to describe the 
entire set of features and capabilities available for their PostScript printers.
A PPD also contains the PostScript code (commands) used to invoke features 
for the print job. Such features include different page sizes, memory size, font 
availability, and finishing features.

Raster Graphics
A raster graphics image, or bitmap, is a dot matrix data structure representing 
a generally rectangular grid of pixels, or points of color, viewable via a monitor, 
paper, or other display medium.

Scripts
In Unicode, a script is a collection of letters and other written signs used to 
represent textual information in one or more writing systems.

Suitcase Fusion
Developed by Extensis, Suitcase Fusion is a font-management application that is 
used to browse and preview fonts and typically install and uninstall fonts.

Tagged PDF
PDF files can contain many items such as: text, graphics, bookmarks, links, and 
other elements. Tagging is essential for PDF accessibility; It is used to establish a 
logical reading order and provide hooks for adding alternative text descriptions to 
non-text elements that are in the PDF document.
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Transparency Flattener
If the document or artwork contains a transparency to be output, it usually needs 
to undergo a process called flattening. Flattening divides transparent artwork 
into vector-based areas and rasterized areas. In printed or exported documents 
that contain a transparency, the flattening process can be automated by saving 
flattening settings in a transparency flattener preset.

Threading a Text Frame
When adding text to a document that will not fit on a single page, threading the 
text allows it to flow throughout the document, linking text frames so that text flows 
from the first frame to the second, and so on.

Unicode
Unicode is a computing industry standard for the consistent encoding, 
representation, and handling of text expressed in most of the world’s writing 
systems.

Vectorization (Image Tracing)
In computer graphics, vectorization refers to the process of converting raster 
graphics into vector graphics.

Vector Graphics
Vector graphics in PDFs are constructed with paths. Paths are usually composed of 
lines and cubic Bezier curves.

Zip
Zip is a file format used for data compression and archiving. A zip file contains one 
or more files that have been compressed, to reduce file size or store as is.
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References:

PDF Creation 
http://www.prepressure.com/pdf/basics/fonts
http://www.adobe.com

PDF Standards
http://pdf.editme.com
Ghent group: http://www.gwg.org/ 
AIIM http://www.aiim.org

Unicode Standard 
http://unicode.org
http://www.unicodemap.org/
http://unicode.org/faq/basic_q.html
http://regebro.wordpress.com/2011/03/23/unconfusing-unicode-what-is-unicode/ 
 
Fonts 
http://fonts.com
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Font
http://www.prepressure.com/pdf/basics/fonts
https://www.linotype.com

Reading Order
https://appligent.com/
https://acrobatusers.com/
http://www.pdf-tools.com
https://talkingpdf.org/
https://www.section508.gov/

Braille 
http://www.pharmabraille.com

Barcode 
http://www.gs1us.org/
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See the difference
“If you have several products and several markets in which you sell your products, 
it means you work in several languages. It’s not possible to [manually] check all the 
printed materials.”
Slava Krauklis, Deputy General Manager (Quality), GENERIUM

Thousands of businesses worldwide use GlobalVision to find and eliminate errors on 
packaging, optimize their quality control, and catch errors before they’re printed. 
With GlobalVision, increase productivity as you reduce:

• Time spent proofreading
• Paperwork 
• Number of approval cycles
• Time-to-market
• Probability of recalls

All as you protect your brand integrity.

 Request a Live Demo

 
Get the most out of your quality control
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